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OUT WARREN’S WAY

RESPONSE TO MY

‘FROZEN RANT’
Last month, I lamented how
frozen foods are hamstrung by
nutritional labels that aren’t on
perimeter foods. Here are some
responses from retailwire.com.

O

kay, first let me say that
83% of respondents to a
retailwire.com poll agreed
with me. But some comments
posted after my editorial was reprised
on retailwire.com
give insight into the
long path we have
ahead of us.
Here’s an edited
sampling of the comments, with the final
comment being my
own. (Hey, I buy the
ink!) Industry perceptions can be baffling…
—“There are shoppers who care
about ingredients and read labels
and then there’s the majority that
don’t. This is more of a marketing,
positioning, display/layout, habitual
issue than anything else. Please leave
the poor nutritional label alone.”
—“(Labeling foods on the perimeter) would address the dilemma
frozen foods face. Will this bring
customers back to the frozen aisle?
That is unknown, because consumers are seeking ‘fresh’ products, as
they are perceived to be healthier.
While this may or may not be true,
the customers’ perception is the
reality.”
—“It has less to do with labeling
and more to do with the improved
foodservice options that supermarkets are providing. Consumers perceive foodservice options as
fresher, healthier, tastier, etc., than
center store and frozen options. The
key is not to lament nutritional labeling issues, but instead to develop
frozen products that are perceived
as fresher, healthier and tastier. Plus,
the convenience factor of frozen
products needs to be highlighted.”
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—“Accessible nutritional labels
for some and not other foods is
certainly part of the problem. So
is the consumer perception that perimeter items are fresher than their
frozen counterparts. Not necessarily so, as industry folk know. The
real issue is more basic — shoppers
can eat only so many pizzas, right?
Among all the departments, how
many do you suppose are offered?
Cannibalization, dilution, call it
what you will, there are a whole lot
of SKUs drawing attention away
from the freezer case.
—“Having ‘apples and
apples’ labeling certainly won’t help the frozen
food industry. Processed
foods will always have
more unpronounceable
ingredients than the
perimeter foods. Beyond
that, it is perception. The
perimeter products look
fresh and homemade. The
center store and frozen food departments are ‘cooked in a factory.’
Oh, and did I say they have to taste
better?”
—“Frozen food and center store
vendors need to adapt to consumption trends. Innovate or die.
It’s that simple.”
—“Say what you will about frozen foods, and some criticism is
certainly valid. But this applies to
canned, frozen and ambient foods in
whatever kind of packaging: they all
have to play by a set of labeling rules,
and the perimeter doesn’t. For example, I’ve put canned soup back on
the shelf because of sodium content,
but then bought it at the perimeter,
and wondered. It’s very obvious that
more and more consumers are concerned with health, and more and
more are reading labels. Why not
just make the information available
to everybody? (Granted, not everybody cares, but a significant amount
do.) Bottom line, what’s wrong
with transparency, anyway?”

Warren Thayer, Editor
warren@frbuyer.com
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NEW PRODUCTS
Specialty Cheeses
The specialty cheese
group of Saputo
Cheese USA (www.
saputospecialty.
com), Richfield,
Wis., launches
seven value-added specialty cheese products under
four different brands. To the Stella lineup, the company
adds a trio of 10-pound half wheels hand-rubbed with
Italian herbs and spices. Varieties include Mediterranean
Parmesan, Rosemary Medium Asiago and Black Pepper Romano. Intended for in-store cutting and wrapping, they’re
expected to retail for $8.99 to $10.99 per pound. Other
new additions include Black Creek Double Smoked Cheddar (7 ounces for $4.99 to $5.99) and Cheddar Jam Tray with
Orange Marmalade and Raspberry Preserves (10 ounces for
$10.99 to $12.99), Joan of Arc Goat Cheese Trio with Traditional, Tomato Basil and Wild Honey varieties (12 ounces for
$11.99 to $12.99) and Great Midwest Winners Cheese Flight,
featuring Morel & Leek, Salsa and Habanero Jack cheeses,
all recent winners at the American Cheese Society and
World Cheese Expo (1.5 pounds for $12.99 to $14.99).
Gluten-Free Pasta
Lynn, Mass.-based Sauces
‘n Love (www.saucesnlove.
com) introduces refrigerated
and frozen certified glutenfree pasta ready to eat in 3
minutes or less. The fresh
collection, offered under
the Sauces ‘n Love brand, includes Fusilli, Rigatoni, Italian
Curls, Tagliatelle and Lasagna
Sheets. The frozen lineup,
sold under the Scarpetta
label, includes Lemon Rosemary Gnocchi, Lemon Ricotta Ravioli, Mushroom & Goat
Cheese Ravioli, Butternut Squash Ravioli and Six-Cheese
Ravioli. Made with millet flour for better consistency and
flavor, the pastas come in two-serving, 8-ounce packages.
SRP for Sauces ‘n Love is $6.99; for Scarpetta, $7.99.
Bite-Size Cheese Snacks
MCT Dairies affiliate Trugman-Nash (www.oldcroccheese.
com), Millburn, N.J., offers a
snack-size version of its Old
Croc Australian sharp cheddar
cheese. All-natural Croc Bites
are cut from a block of Australian white sharp cheddar made
with milk from grass-fed cows
and aged 9 months for a bolder,
“more cheddary” flavor. Each
individually wrapped, 0.75-ounce
bite contains 90 calories. SRP is
$5.99 for a 6-ounce bag
and $9.99 for an 18-ounce,
club-size package. Singleserves are also available in
50-piece displays.
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Old El Paso Dips
Italian Rose Gourmet Products (www.italian-rose.com),
Riviera Beach, Fla., debuts
refrigerated salsas and Mexican dips. Offered under the
Old El Paso brand, the salsa
collection includes Mild, Medium, Hot, Mild with Cilantro,
Mild Mango with Red Pepper,
Mild Salsa Verde with Cilantro, Medium with Chipotle,
Medium with Roasted Garlic, and Medium Black Bean &
Corn varieties. The dip lineup includes Mild Guacamole,
Mild Tomato Cilantro Dip, Mild Three-Layer Dip, Medium
Queso Blanco with Chipotle Chorizo, and Medium Queso
Blanco with Bacon Chipotle. All 14 items come in 16-ounce
containers, except Three-Layer Dip (18 ounces). SRP is
$3.99 for the salsas and $5.99 for the dips.
Fresh Gluten-Free Soup
Boulder, Colo.-based Boulder
Organic Foods (www.boulder
soupworks) adds a tenth variety to its line of certified organic
and gluten-free fresh soups. Also
soy- and dairy-free, new Golden
Quinoa and Kale combines two
superfoods with protein-rich
white beans. Hand-crafted and
packed fresh, the lower-fat, lowersodium artisanal soup contains no
artificial ingredients or trans fat. It’s
offered in 24-ounce BPA-free containers featuring a “lock
seal” that also eliminates the need for preservatives. SRP
is $5.49 to $7.99.
Greek Yogurt and Oats
Norwich, N.Y.-based Chobani (www.chobani.com) introduces Chobani Greek Yogurt Oats, a blend of Greek
yogurt, steel-cut oats and fruit. Available varieties include
Apple Cinnamon, Blueberry, Banana Maple and Cranberry,
all gluten-free. Each 5.3-ounce container offers 10 grams
of protein, 8 grams of whole grains and as much fiber as
instant oatmeal. SRP is $1.39. Also new: Chobani Indulgent
desserts in 3.5-ounce
cups, featuring whole
milk Greek yogurt combined with dark chocolate. Varieties include
Mint & Dark Chocolate,
Raspberry & Dark
Chocolate, and Banana
& Dark Chocolate. SRP
is $3.99 for a 14-ounce
four-pack. In addition,
Chobani debuts freezable yogurt tubes for kids. Made with
low-fat yogurt from cows not treated with rBST, Chobani
Kids contains 5 grams of protein per tube, 30% less sugar
than similar products and no artificial flavors, sweeteners or preservatives. Varieties include Strawberry, Banana,
Chocolate Dust and Grape & Watermelon. SRP is $3.29 for
eight tubes and $5.59 for 16.
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NEW PRODUCTS

Grab-and-Go Hummus and Chips
Tribe Mediterranean Foods (www.tribehummus.com),
Taunton, Mass., introduces grab-andgo versions of its two most popular hummus flavors. Tribe To-Go
features either Classic or Sweet
Roasted Red Pepper Hummus and
a single serving of pita chips — the
No. 1 hummus dipper — in a portable 2.75-ounce container with a
clear lid. SRP is $1.99 to $2.49.
Uncured Beef Sausage Links
Denver-based Teton Waters Ranch
(www.tetonwatersranch.com)
launches a collection of uncured
sausage links made with 100% grassfed, pasture-raised beef free of hormones and antibiotics. Also free of gluten,
synthetic nitrates and nitrites, preservatives and MSG,
the lineup includes
Frankfurters, Jalapeno Cheddar Brats,
Thuringer Sausage,
Andouille Sausage,
Polish Sausage and
Kielbasa. Except
for the Frankfurters, which come in
six-count, 12-ounce
packages, the links
are offered in fourcount, 12-ounce
packages. SRP is
$7.75 to $9.25 for the Brats and Kielbasa, $6.75 to $7.75 for
the other items. Shelf life is 65 days.
Sriracha Salsa
Fraser, Mich.-based Buddies Foods (www.chuckanddaves.
net) expands its Chuck and Dave’s fresh salsa lineup with
an extra-hot Sriracha
variety. Made with
fresh, premium quality
ingredients, the newcomer combines extra
jalapeno peppers with
onions, bell peppers,
cilantro and authentic
sriracha sauce. Like
all Chuck and Dave’s
salsas, the Sriracha variety is kosher, gluten-free and
meets the Cleveland Clinic’s criteria for low sodium. SRP
is $3.49 to $3.99 for 16 ounces.
Vitamin-Fortified Frozen Fruit
Phoenix-based Inventure Foods, owner of the Rader
Farms brand (www.raderfarms.com), debuts vitamin-fortified whole frozen fruit. Called the “first-ever” fortified
whole frozen fruit product, Rader Farms Fruit PLUS Vitamins uses proprietary technology to boost vitamins that
occur naturally in strawberries, blueberries and blackber-
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ries and add five additional vitamins, including B1, B6, D, E and K.
Additional nutrients are
extracted from a blend
that includes cranberries, oranges, shitake
mushrooms, pomegranates and other fruits and
then applied topically,
without altering the
taste or appearance of
the berries. Available
varieties include Strawberries & Blueberries and Mixed Berry Blend (strawberries,
blueberries and blackberries), both kosher-certified and
gluten-free. SRP is $7.99 for a 21-ounce package.
Bacon Poppers
Big Easy Foods
(www.bigeasy
foods.com), Lake
Charles, La., rolls
out refrigerated
bacon-wrapped
chicken tenders
and jalapeno peppers (“poppers”)
ready for the grill
or oven. Available varieties include Jalapeno with Chicken Sausage and
Cheddar Cheese; Jalapeno with Pork Sausage and Cheddar Cheese; Jalapeno with Pork Boudin; Chicken with Pork
Sausage and Cheddar Cheese; Chicken with Pork Sausage,
Cheddar Cheese and Jalapeno; Chicken with Pork Boudin;
and Chicken with Jalapeno and Pork Boudin. Jalapeno
Poppers come in five-count, 10-ounce packages; Chicken
Poppers in five-count, 12-ounce packages. SRP is $5.99.
Marinated Grilled Vegetables
San Lorenzo, Calif.-based Santini Foods (www.san
tinifoods.com) launches all-natural marinated grilled
vegetables and vegetable spreads made with non-GMO
ingredients. Offered in 7-ounce deli cups, the collection includes Grilled Eggplant, Grilled Peppers, Grilled
Zucchini, Grilled Vegetable Medley, Grilled Artichokes,
Grilled Eggplant
Spread, Grilled
Sweet Red Pepper Spread, Grilled
Sweet Yellow
Pepper Spread,
Moroccan Sweet
Tomatoes, Moroccan Sweet Tomato
Spread, Green Olive Spread, Black
Olive Spread and
Zucchini Spread. Shelf life is 180 days (when properly
stored), and all items except those with eggplant and
artichokes are kosher. SRP is $3.99 to $4.99.

Go to our website @ michaelangelos.com

THEDATABANK
DATABANK
THE

FASTEST
FROZEN
BY PETER PENGUIN
During the 12 weeks ended
June 15, sales of frozen foods
in supermarkets, drugstores,
mass merchants, military
commissaries and select club
and dollar stores combined
topped $12.04 billion, 0.3% less than the
same period a year ago, according to
Chicago-based market research firm IRI (@
iriworldwide). Units fell 1.7% to 3.49 billion.
For the 52 weeks ended June 15, frozen
dollars edged up 0.3% to $51.96 billion, but
units dropped 0.8% to 15.25 billion.
Our chart shows the fastest-growing
frozen department subcategories, including
the leading brands, for the 12 weeks ended
June 15. Data is for the brands as originally
trademarked and may not include line
extensions. Only subcategories with at
least $500,00 in sales during the period are
listed. Brands with less than $100,000 in
sales are not included.

F A C T O I D S

$1,915,872

Dollar sales amassed by
DiGiorno Design a Pizza Kit
during the most recent
12 weeks, one of the best performances by a frozen product
in distribution less than one
year. But its success wasn’t
enough to pull the
frozen pizza category out of
the red: sales were down 1.7%
to $965,076,348.

-20.8%

Dollar loss by prepared
vegetables (sauce/crumbs),
largest by a frozen
subcategory with at least
$5 million in sales. The plain
vegetables segment, on the
other hand, is thriving: five
of 10 subcategories, including the three largest, saw
their sales rise, boosting total
category revenue 2.3% to
$565,860,058.
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COOKIES
Looka Patisserie

$531,394 314.6
$407,944 2,833.3

75,046 313.3
51,190 2,517.5

TORTILLA/EGG ROLL/WNTN WRPPRS
Banh Trang
Simex

$628,776
$183,315
$128,046

31.7
40.1
1.8

273,460
66,535
39,263

27.8
32.1
(4.7)

210,735 28.8)
49,901
32.1
33,534
(3.1)

TORTILLAS
Food For Life Ezekiel 4:9

$566,243
$453,130

29.3
38.3

154,036
124,699

26.1
31.7

126,729
93,524

PRCSSD TURKEY/TURKEY SUBSTITUTE $24,110,790
Private Label
$8,398,436
Shady Brook Farms
$1,896,695
Hormel Simple Ideas
$1,836,579
Foster Farms
$1,332,328
Jennie-O Turkey Store
$1,287,521
Cooked Perfect
$1,038,193
Armour
$615,298
Mama Lucia
$575,652
Farm Rich
$483,601
Butterball Everyday
$441,999

27.5
90.2
3.1
(17.3)
(8.5)
(15.3)
34.8
16.9
15.9
(4.7)
5.0

4,283,965
1,356,793
472,955
341,068
210,635
136,152
199,483
200,559
126,764
81,254
118,586

23.0
134.1
2.4
(18.5)
(8.1)
(44.7)
51.4
15.7
4.1
(10.4)
40.9

TURKEY/TURKEY SUBSTITUTE $293,044,421
Jennie-O Turkey Store
$114,076,305
Private Label
$49,894,254
Shady Brook Farms
$31,381,509
Honeysuckle White
$22,799,581
Butterball Everyday
$21,919,884
Perdue
$9,669,509
Foster Farms
$9,431,207
Butterball
$4,991,995
Harvestland
$4,533,191
Jennie-O
$4,499,544

13.2
16.6
38.4
(2.3)
(9.2)
16.5
11.7
(11.3)
10.1
(10.2)
(13.0)

57,780,343
21,370,054
9,628,576
6,499,013
4,859,431
4,446,482
2,453,361
1,811,037
469,679
956,607
884,188

12.7 84,797,868
11.5
19.7 33,569,545
17.6
38.9 12,999,243
24.1
(1.3)
9,319,286 (2.3)
(16.6)
6,697,972 (13.1)
13.3
6,779,275
16.3
6.9
2,873,758
14.6
(12.5) 2,360,430 (14.2)
13.3
1,340,645
12.5
(11.3)
1,081,594 (10.8)
(6.5)
1,737,136 (10.7)

FRUIT
Private Label
Dole
Townsend Farms
Wyman’s
Wyman’s of Maine
New World Farms
Well Pict
Dole Ready-Cut Fruit
Goya
Dole Wildly Nutritious

$239,818,780
10.7
$153,661,700
9.6
$31,054,696
10.4
$8,366,834
13.7
$5,833,673
14.5
$4,143,878
1.7
$3,690,279 5,262.8
$3,631,020
75.4
$3,405,246 (20.7)
$3,220,175
5.3
$2,938,577 106.5

PRETZELS
Super Pretzel
Lean Cuisine
Super Pretzel Softstix
Private Label
Hanover
Auntie Anne’s
Super Pretzel Soft Pretzel Bites
Super Pretzel Pretzelfils
Kim & Scott’s Gourmet Pretzels

$16,692,004
$8,894,694
$2,406,502
$2,139,969
$979,503
$713,704
$394,655
$365,794
$295,568
$149,385

10.2
(8.9)
*
8.4
(4.6)
(28.8)
*
15.9
(23.4)
(30.0)

5,705,228
2,731,473
924,631
800,189
435,042
279,695
94,735
172,612
120,908
28,851

7.5
(10.8)
*
2.4
(11.0)
(38.5)
*
23.6
(28.4)
(57.6)

FRANKFURTERS
Private Label
Nathan’s Famous
Applegate Naturals

$6,382,837
$4,291,867
$1,485,658
$471,430

9.0
(8.4)
100.2
73.9

360,133
248,388
14,063
74,794

6.1
(5.2)
77.8
71.2

BEANS
Private Label
Birds Eye Steamfresh
Pictsweet
Fresh Frozen
Pictsweet Deluxe
Seapoint Farms

$76,987,933
$36,864,802
$8,468,979
$3,926,429
$3,661,653
$2,609,303
$2,271,789

6.4
16.3
1.7
8.5
14.9
(0.1)
0.4

42,317,060
21,885,346
5,513,414
1,874,334
1,241,676
1,229,511
835,895

28,707 170.4
14,717 2,517.5

24.7
31.7

5,587,688 25.8
2,020,001 87.2
381,132
1.6
319,752 (18.5)
347,555 (2.7)
282,555 (26.7)
291,725 38.0
175,489
15.7
187,197
7.5
142,195 (10.4)
105,875 39.9

52,458,961
7.3 76,774,665 10.9
34,857,648
6.5 46,550,386 10.0
5,814,277
10.2 11,436,238
8.4
1,007,770
17.2
3,023,309
17.2
1,331,230
13.8
1,671,201
13.0
453,915
(1.1)
1,361,745
(1.1)
616,353 5,685.0
1,268,828 5,854.5
405,585
75.3
2,027,924 75.3
844,871 (4.6)
1,288,183 (32.5)
1,276,675
4.1
1,125,683
3.9
408,293
36.5
1,261,242 187.3
5,772,953 (5.6)
3,778,225 (12.1)
404,526
*
450,106
2.4
355,697 (13.4)
416,252 (28.8)
58,392
*
117,596
17.6
68,011 (28.4)
22,503 (37.9)
3,124,166
2,483,882
562,529
46,746

4.1
(5.2)
77.8
71.2

5.8 42,789,509
8.4 22,577,070
11.7 4,200,440
8.1
2,247,660
22.7
2,452,653
(0.5)
1,250,489
(8.1)
808,468

4.4
7.3
10.8
9.7
21.4
0.4
2.4

THEDATABANK
DATABANK
THE

400

Number of drinking straws
world record holder Simon
Elmore held in his mouth
for 10 seconds (no hands
allowed). The Brit achieved
the feat on Aug. 6, 2009.

104.4%

Dollar gain by private label
pudding/mousse, largest by
a store brand frozen product
with at least $50,000 in sales
during the period. The subcategory (+10.1%) only brought
in $73,704 during the most
recent 12 weeks, but 90% of
that was private label.

2

Number of top 10 frozen
subcategories that saw dollar
sales rise during the
most recent 12 weeks. Only
Nos. 1 and 9, ice cream (+1.7%)
and meat-no poultry (+2.4%)
registered gains — and only
the latter posted an increase
in volume as well.

57

Variety of products ostensibly offered by the Heinz Co.
in 1896. It actually produced
more than 60 different items
at the time, but company
owner Henry Heinz thought
57 was a lucky number, so he
went with it instead. Today,
Heinz produces more than
5,700 products, but 57 is still
seen on many items.

62.8%

Percentage of ice pop novelties sold with merchandising support during the most
recent 12 weeks, highest in the
frozen department — and no
surprise given the season.
But thanks to a late Easter,
No. 2 was frozen pies (up
10.3 percentage points from a
year ago to 59.9%).

Birds Eye
Pictsweet All Natural
Pictsweet Steamables
Birds Eye C&W
RAVIOLI
Private Label
Celentano
Rosetto
Mama Rosie’s
Louisa
Gina Italian Village
Seviroli
Farm Rich
Andrea
Mama’s
PIZZA CRUSTS/DOUGH
Private Label
Udi’s
Kinnikinnick Foods
Stefano’s
Tiseo
Against the Grain Gourmet
Guttenplan’s
Calise & Sons Bakery
House of Pasta

$2,055,676
$1,910,623
$1,744,115
$1,463,955

6.3
0.9
22.6
(19.6)

$30,720,474
5.2
$10,567,893
9.6
$3,309,425
(0.9)
$2,879,690
(9.4)
$2,274,608
5.1
$2,211,776
(1.2)
$1,583,401
(4.2)
$1,074,993 (14.2)
$974,715 103,300.6
$935,877
12.1
$382,591
(5.4)
$4,582,563
$1,290,532
$1,189,733
$354,906
$249,289
$194,583
$148,276
$143,087
$141,703
$123,379

5.0
8.7
16.5
12.3
26.3
21.3
44.7
0.7
5.5
(9.6)
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10.9
3.7
21.8
(18.2)

9,405,945
5.2
3,365,978
7.8
1,134,370
(3.3)
684,435 (11.7)
775,428
10.5
562,884 (0.9)
930,644
3.4
213,779 (15.7)
149,152 78,695.9
391,764
25.5
42,558 (15.9)

1,289,695
1,196,902
687,928
483,123

13.3
1.7
21.8
(19.0)

12,621,877
4.2
5,220,924
11.3
1,390,339 (2.8)
1,067,864 (11.4)
1,001,800
0.9
675,668 (1.0)
876,263
(0.1)
402,354 (18.9)
203,681 85,982.7
382,515 20.2
170,232 (15.9)

1,566,628
470,391
240,890
44,370
125,965
100,542
20,482
118,717
94,897
45,274

4.6
11.6
23.3
15.4
17.5
6.1
44.4
4.5
5.8
(10.3)

1,730,163
597,040
120,445
58,236
125,965
100,542
15,362
118,717
94,897
90,547

2.4
12.6
23.3
15.4
17.5
6.1
44.4
4.5
5.8
(10.3)

4.8 26,483,667
20.4
6,416,278
5.0
7,308,268
(6.2)
1,776,498
(7.6)
3,199,142
(13.4)
1,299,880
(17.9)
4,745,784
18.0
329,209
85.3
513,040
(4.8)
261,106
(5.4)
169,525

(1.2)
24.5
(3.4)
0.5
(10.9)
(11.9)
(14.7)
21.6
94.9
(1.2)
(5.6)

37,777,519
12,103,071
12,730,930
3,912,409
1,127,045
2,493,121
2,076,280
736,194
808,886
680,752
423,811

9.6
24.9
12.3
(4.4)
(11.2)
(7.3)
(14.7)
22.7
185.4
(1.0)
(5.6)

(3.5)
0.7
(12.6)
(10.7)
(4.4)
6.5
(19.5)
(27.0)
(12.5)
417.4
71.9

32,577,918 (2.4)
10,209,685
4.1
5,901,603 (10.3)
2,986,233 (4.5)
1,767,899 (4.2)
867,158
6.5
1,341,816 (19.7)
1,098,084 (27.0)
1,710,920 (12.5)
307,275 417.4
1,184,038 74.9

PIES
Edwards
Marie Callender’s
Mrs. Smith’s
Edwards Singles
Sara Lee
Banquet
Claim Jumper Restaurant
Private Label
Claim Jumper
Plush Pippin Ultimate

$107,411,451
$35,721,156
$35,391,307
$8,243,639
$7,814,478
$6,693,314
$3,976,229
$2,219,092
$2,051,628
$1,738,952
$674,323

SAUSAGE
Banquet Brown ‘N Serve
Private Label
Jimmy Dean
Purnell Old Folks
Jones Golden Brown
Farmer John
Johnsonville
Hormel Little Sizzler
Applegate Naturals
Williams

$112,832,644
$32,138,082
$20,082,385
$15,632,286
$5,848,916
$4,533,030
$4,243,614
$3,855,939
$3,661,527
$3,423,527
$3,420,477

3.9
2.7
(2.9)
8.2
5.1
8.0
(3.2)
(26.4)
(5.2)
374.0
75.4

42,212,242
22,068,884
3,794,644
3,281,955
716,611
2,083,577
2,676,064
549,042
2,281,227
702,342
541,966

MIXED VEGETABLES
Private Label
Birds Eye Steamfresh
Birds Eye
Green Giant
Flav(R(Pac
Birds Eye Recipe Ready
Pictsweet
Green Giant Simply Steam
Pictsweet Deluxe Steamables
Green Giant Antioxidant Blend

$177,241,358
$70,912,206
$35,002,178
$18,883,321
$5,080,775
$4,846,981
$4,809,043
$4,415,753
$3,355,376
$3,247,978
$2,730,799

3.9
(2.2)
4.6
9.7
(37.9)
35.0
428.1
(2.6)
37.3
(3.3)
12.2

95,528,371
6.4 100,201,204
43,106,903
1.1 47,562,747
19,050,551
10.4 14,582,972
5,856,558
6.9 12,508,648
2,659,590 (38.4)
1,896,598
921,487 20.0
2,961,976
2,842,304 440.0 2,248,984
2,356,290 (4.4)
2,673,487
2,346,469 40.9
1,292,002
1,950,343 (13.0)
1,233,460
1,510,402
16.8
798,604

BREAKFAST HANDHELD
$232,112,221
3.6 47,765,971
For top-10 brand data, see our story on Breakfast Foods in this issue.
* Product has been in distribution less than one year.
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1,156,991
1,109,425
1,100,684
560,298

5.1 52,940,014

4.8
(2.6)
9.2
18.1
(32.1)
31.4
451.6
(2.4)
55.2
(12.9)
12.8
3.8

THEDATABANK
DATABANK
THE

FASTEST

REFRIGERATED
BY BESSIE BOVINE
Sales of dairy products in
supermarkets, drugstores, mass
merchants, military commissaries
and select club and dollar stores
combined totaled $17.34 billion
during the 12 weeks ended June 15, a 4.8%
increase compared with the same period
a year ago, reports Chicago-based market
research firm IRI (@iriworldwide). However,
units fell 0.5% to 6.38 billion. In the deli,
dollar sales shot up 7.2% during the period
to $5.64 billion, while units edged up 0.6%
to 1.53 billion.
For the 52 weeks ended June 15, dairy
sales climbed 3.4% to $74.86 billion, and
units expanded 0.9% to 28.31 billion. But deli
sales rose 6.4% to $23.72 billion while units
grew 1.8% to 6.62 billion.
Our chart shows the fastest-growing
refrigerated subcategories (dairy and deli
combined), including the leading brands,
for the 12 weeks ended June 15. Data is
for the brands as originally trademarked
and may not include line extensions. Only
subcategories with at least $500,000 in sales
during the period are listed. Brands with less
than $100,000 in sales are not included.

F A C T O I D S

-83.3%

Dollar loss by grape juice, largest by a refrigerated subcategory (to $228,811). But it wasn’t
the only refrigerated juice
segment that struggled during the most recent 12 weeks.
Thirteen of 19 subcategories
registered losses, and the category as a whole fell 2.4% to
$1,359,530,603.

$8,868,069
Dollar sales racked up by
Dunkin Donuts coffee creamer,
one of the best performers
among refrigerated products in
distribution less than a year
(it’s already the subcategory’s
No. 7) — and the latest “restaurant” brand to find success in
the supermarket aisles.
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CREAM CHEESE(BALLS
Dairyland
Private Label
Moondarra

$708,116
$390,166
$180,988
$103,834

44.4
105.7
2.5
3.9

102,821
36,333
34,062
25,542

21.5
121.2
(10.8)
0.8

149,204
120,353
17,186
6,705

78.4
121.2
(9.9)
0.8

PASTRY/DANISH/COFFEE CAKES $2,413,192
Private Label
$1,338,909
Nobrand
$848,130

37.6
(1.3)
*

471,110
322,427
94,677

12.2
(1.7)
*

365,433
189,090
153,851

53.5
1.4
*

VEGETABLE JUICE/COCKTAIL
$24,377,041
37.6
Bolthouse Farms
$16,591,844
26.6
Odwalla
$2,364,936
(7.9)
Naked
$1,536,496
*
Evolution Fresh
$745,197
76.5
Evolution Fresh Essential Greens
$680,466
58.1
Forager Project
$452,304
*
Naked Power Garden
$393,776
52.7
Life Juice
$318,006 7,816.1
Raaw
$254,814 237.7
Evolution Fresh Essential Vegetable
$191,571 (12.2)

6,386,063 47.9 188,790,994 28.1
4,426,455
37.5 139,170,336 26.4
510,419 (6.0) 25,758,612 (5.5)
542,304
*
8,243,023
*
160,960 79.0
2,446,587 79.0
146,313
57.3
2,223,955
57.3
69,689
*
1,115,023
*
142,588 63.6
2,167,333 63.6
48,032 9,932.1
768,511 9,932.1
90,734 241.8 1,088,804 241.8
43,534 (11.2)
661,723 (11.2)

JUICE/DRINK CONCENTRATE/SYRUP
Nature Blessed
Fuze
Fruit Fast

$2,221,245
$1,227,480
$509,469
$412,344

33.9
8.9
*
(9.2)

249,714
53,001
165,737
22,545

201.7
7.6
*
(7.2)

8,388,131
1,677,311
5,303,597
721,429

173.1
9.7
*
(7.2)

SALAD TOPPING/BACON BITS
Private Label
Delallo Salad Savors

$660,497
$463,479
$100,625

32.8
13.0
*

300,356
249,663
24,673

25.5
15.1
*

1,158,975
888,760
131,642

27.0
16.2
*

PEPPERS/PIMENTOS/OLIVES
Private Label
DeLallo
Keepos

$1,531,000
$430,352
$406,449
$319,480

30.0
41.4
21.1
218.5

452,476
246,115
84,820
54,556

16.6
10.5
23.8
190.0

204,924 21.3
67,489
24.1
44,697
6.1
41,943 190.0

HNDHLD NON-BREAKFAST ENTREES $70,686,359
Private Label
$23,922,556
Hormel Rev
$14,676,871
Raybern New York Deli Style
$4,729,346
Boar’s Head
$3,955,220
Raybern
$3,007,084
Landshire
$2,353,682
Taylor Farms
$1,199,784
Papa John’s
$1,191,010
Bagel-fuls
$1,154,265
Owens
$741,210

27.9
9.3
216.1
13.4
86.4
6.6
(8.9)
120.9
35.1
(42.2)
(24.1)

24,554,552
6,487,704
8,294,014
1,890,369
765,909
1,202,223
1,145,702
259,899
361,222
519,875
133,471

36.8
6.5
226.5
13.3
103.2
6.4
(9.0)
93.1
23.5
(43.6)
(22.7)

11,345,944 18.6
3,567,907
7.9
1,564,446 215.5
1,128,614
12.7
590,543 105.2
676,250
6.4
441,830 (9.8)
151,292 92.7
216,354 40.9
324,922 (43.6)
141,249 (26.4)

DINNER/SNDICH ROLLS/CROISSANTS $1,004,127
Private Label
$595,961
Bisquick Bakery
$195,486
Schwebel’s
$109,701

24.8
43.2
399.7
(18.7)

435,004
271,523
100,494
38,025

44.7
48.3
382.5
(18.8)

PORK PRODUCT HOCKS/FEET
Hormel
Royal
Bear Creek
Richard’s
Smithfield
IBP
Farmland
King Cotton
Gwaltney

22.1
12.0
51.8
8.8
367.7
(2.4)
24.6
38.4
25.7
2.3

3,561,934
1,058,407
634,560
272,892
247,272
151,017
70,714
86,463
108,664
28,430

15.7
3.5
44.8
(9.2)
556.3
(19.3)
26.2
18.0
25.6
10.3

$13,350,396
$4,002,048
$2,422,538
$1,128,845
$768,864
$550,653
$477,406
$312,858
$305,441
$222,376

KEFIR/MILK SUBSTITUTES/SOYMILK $315,131,933
Silk Pure Almond
$88,093,718
Blue Diamond Almond Breeze
$78,986,664
Silk
$47,725,616
Private Label
$30,591,595
Lifeway
$17,254,661

21.5 94,934,089
23.0 25,384,521
42.3
24,519,713
(2.9) 12,970,559
24.0
11,398,121
35.1
5,258,271

312,859
186,161
57,832
38,025

24.5
36.6
381.4
(18.8)

4,152,681 18.6
802,625
3.4
947,500
57.4
207,344 (9.2)
168,807 348.0
111,611 (17.9)
509,070
19.5
64,848 18.0
81,498 25.6
284,299
10.3

18.6 374,321,088
19.4 108,652,205
37.0 99,970,669
(5.5) 57,251,285
21.6 43,577,881
33.6 9,826,206

17.4
21.1
37.6
(9.1)
19.8
34.3

F A C T O I D S

$800

Amount the third founder of
Apple, Ronald Wayne, sold his
10% stake for in 1976. While cofounders Steve Wozniak and
Steve Jobs went on to make billions, Wayne retired to a mobile
home park in Nevada.

9

Number of top 10 dairy categories to see dollar sales rise
during the most recent 12 weeks
— though some owe their rising
fortunes to commodity price
increase, not volume growth. The
lone loser: orange juice (-3.7%).

11.8

Percentage points separating
bacon dollar sales growth (+9.6%)
and volume losses (-2.2%), thanks
to a sharp increase in commodity
prices.

2

Number of grand slams St. Louis
Cardinal Fernando Tatis hit not
just in the same game — but in
the same inning. The only Major
League Baseball player ever to
achieve the feat (on April 23,
1999), Tatis also holds the record
for the most RBIs in a single
inning (eight).

-0.3%

Dollar loss by pizza/pizza kits,
the only deli department subcategory to see dollar sales fall
during the most recent 12 weeks
(despite a 5.9% gain by top seller
private label).

9.2%

Dollar gain by ready-to-drink
coffee (to $38,215,016), despite
a 29.5% loss by top seller
International Delight. Eight of the
nine remaining top 10 saw their
sales rise, including newcomer
Illy Issimo, already No. 7.

Silk Light
Silk Pure Coconut
Silk Pure Almond Light
8th Continent
So Delicious

$11,628,445 (32.9)
$9,219,683
26.0
$8,188,481 10,713.9
$4,555,246 (15.7)
$3,765,696
11.3

13,647,635 (37.4)
10,667,392
21.5
9,976,075 9,531.6
5,635,232 (15.2)
4,660,650
14.9

17.9 135,631,465
26.0 66,323,849
14.8
14,117,166
13.5
11,356,831
8.3
6,754,764
4.7
4,473,452
(5.1)
4,626,743
15.0
5,020,912
14.9
1,778,336
20.9
2,966,967
11.7
517,128

3.7 231,059,182
9.6 122,073,722
(7.1) 22,775,012
(2.0)
19,825,311
(3.1) 13,965,302
(11.8) 7,695,068
(11.0)
6,397,246
1.0
7,201,264
11.1
1,801,910
16.4
3,427,823
6.7
2,011,786

3.5
8.3
(2.3)
(0.2)
(7.2)
(12.3)
(11.6)
3.9
11.0
11.1
6.7

$693,034
$528,219

16.8
(1.5)

120,457
80,314

40.5
1.6

22.2
(1.7)

ALL OTHER SIDE DISHES
$29,841,101
Bob Evans
$11,803,911
Private Label
$4,418,636
Reser’s Fine Foods
$1,725,587
Hormel Country Crock Simple Ideas $1,708,864
Reser’s Main St. Bistro
$1,385,612
Nasoya
$998,102
Reser’s
$812,447
Fortune
$696,633
Garden Highway Chef Essentials
$544,274
Bob Evans Oven Bake
$457,789

15.9
5.1
6.6
38.5
230.6
142.3
153.1
21.1
16.5
(26.0)
(56.3)

8,651,402
3,517,659
1,473,034
220,237
506,348
314,353
489,937
206,307
270,312
117,512
106,726

17.3
5.4
15.6
31.6
214.4
125.0
166.5
11.7
10.4
(27.4)
(56.2)

15.7
20.2
24.3
5.9
23.0
7.4
6.4
26.4
16.4
11.8
5.3

23,442,558
8,291,772
3,360,189
2,159,958
1,490,949
983,555
1,236,641
798,560
749,147
379,209
835,319

14.9 12,834,801
18.5
4,527,266
22.5
1,771,018
4.9
1,386,226
22.4
649,133
3.0
391,409
39.6
706,188
20.8
450,411
18.4
336,126
9.7
181,504
5.3
783,112

14.3
18.5
22.1
5.2
22.7
4.4
27.4
25.8
7.0
9.9
5.3

14.8 479,177,660
12.5 275,487,488
17.8
50,433,731
14.8 30,276,613
8.4
12,210,184
19.0
7,181,461
14.6
5,598,957
22.5
4,597,001
27.7
6,961,910
31.5
5,539,426
48.7
3,771,925

1.4 7,066,917,333
(2.4) 3,997,840,416
14.0 662,045,838
3.4 507,008,357
0.0 196,577,510
7.1 174,976,420
12.4 73,267,881
5.6 97,066,698
2.3 86,623,562
11.1 73,807,143
25.7 59,175,967

2.3
(0.6)
15.3
4.2
1.0
(0.8)
12.4
2.5
1.9
15.5
28.9

UNCOOKED MEATS (NO POULTRY)
Private Label
Tyson
Nobrand
Nobrand
Nobrand
Hormel Always Tender
Our Certified
Laura’s Lean Beef
IBP
Tyson Slow Cooker Creations
COFFEE CONCENTRATE
Cool Brew

APPETIZERS/SNACK ROLLS
AFC
Japanese Food Express
Southern Tsunami
Hissho Sushi
Kikka
Fujisan
Private Label
Sushi Avenue
Ace
Van
FRESH EGGS
Private Label
Eggland’s Best
Great Day Farmers Market
Sunny Farms
Cal Maine Sunup
Land O’Lakes
Sauder’s Eggs
Dutch Farms
Hillandale Farms
California Ranch Fresh
**FLAVORED SPREADS
Sabra Dipping Co.
Private Label
Tribe Mediterranean Foods
Cedars Mediterranean Foods
Kraft Foods
Tryst
The Fresh Hummus Co.
Garden Fresh Gourmet Salsa

$937,214,479
$449,566,431
$92,822,681
$84,889,918
$64,283,540
$33,513,805
$32,754,272
$28,065,675
$11,687,117
$11,614,513
$7,454,210

3,411,909 (37.4)
2,649,982 20.8
2,494,019 9,531.6
1,408,808 (15.2)
1,165,167
13.9

$163,299,217
$65,556,953
$24,320,000
$16,440,968
$10,362,346
$6,999,940
$5,865,960
$5,625,678
$5,256,195
$2,604,241
$2,087,091
$1,257,825,005
$665,192,186
$163,898,503
$79,301,362
$30,801,154
$25,688,266
$18,907,984
$15,464,805
$13,437,567
$12,123,800
$9,993,299
$170,065,702
$107,780,323
$16,509,125
$11,257,047
$6,860,799
$6,490,393
$3,271,653
$2,816,185
$2,565,069

14.0
15.6
43.4
(5.3)
1.6
(27.2)
16.3
236.8
(12.5)

49,383,297
29,257,482
5,422,506
4,047,225
2,163,635
2,238,388
756,156
945,842
880,895

2,569,982
1,925,553

9,342,198 14.8
4,503,103
8.5
1,331,241
11.0
529,391 32.4
632,936 214.4
417,207 138.9
244,969 166.5
225,624
9.9
170,937 10.8
55,104 (27.5)
133,408 (56.2)

16.3 32,438,497
15.3
17.9 20,216,901 16.0
46.7
3,429,849 45.8
2.7
2,134,476 (0.8)
3.6
1,452,356
2.5
(23.5)
1,094,359 (29.6)
17.4
528,187
12.7
214.3
709,381 214.3
(8.6)
607,452 (8.3)

*Product has been in distribution less than one year.
**In the Flavored Spreads subcategory, IRI provides top manufacturers, not brands.
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ENERGY

REFRIGERATION,
AU NATUREL
Natural refrigerants are proving more efficient
and less costly to cool self-contained cases.
BY MICHAEL GARRY

O

ver the past 100-plus years, a variety of synthetic refrigerants have been used to keep
food cold. Today, environmental concerns and
the potential for more regulation are leading retailers and manufacturers to a new generation of “natural
refrigerants.”
In this two-part series, Frozen & Refrigerated Buyer
will address how companies are making the transition
to natural refrigerants. Part one will focus on how large
beverage makers and retailers are transforming their selfcontained coolers and display cases. Next month, we’ll
look at how retailers are installing refrigeration systems
driven by natural refrigerants such as carbon dioxide.

COKE LIKES CO2

appropriately,” he said.
Cousins expects the entire fleet of self-contained units
to be converted to natural refrigerants by 2022.
The refrigerant changeover is part of Coke’s plan to
reduce carbon emissions by 25% between 2010 and 2020,
he said.

ENERGY SAVINGS
Cousins sought to dismiss several “myths” associated
with CO₂-based coolers. “CO₂ refrigeration has been the

Using R600A has reduced
the energy consumption
of Red Bull’s cooler fleet
by 10% compared with
R290 (propane), says the
company’s Paige Dunn.

Red Bull and Coca-Cola are among the major companies
employing retail coolers that use natural refrigerants.
Both companies belong to a non-profit consortium — Refrigerants, Naturally — that promotes the use of natural
victim of bum raps” having to do with efficiency, suitabilrefrigerants in place of synthetics.
ity for warm climates and noise, he said, adding, “These
Atlanta-based Coca-Cola is “on a journey” to stop
issues have been resolved.” For example, the new equipusing HFC refrigerants, said Steven Cousins, immediate
ment is at least 50% more energy efficient than previous
consumption equipment dimodels, he said.
rector for Coca-Cola. CousCoke is working through
ins discussed his company’s
challenges, including the
progress in this area in June
availability of components
at the ATMOsphere Amersuch as compressors and
ica 2014 conference in San
expansion valves, and service
Francisco, hosted by Brussels,
expertise, Cousins added.
Belgium-based Shecco (www.
Coke originally selected
shecco.com.)
hydrocarbon coolers because
Out of the 15 million selfof their greater availability,
contained refrigerated units
but has switched to CO₂ units.
(merchandisers, coolers and
Though the amount of hydrovending machines) Coca-Cola
carbons used in the coolhas deployed worldwide, 1.1
ers is small (150 grams), the
million are HFC-free, said
company still views CO₂ as a
Cousins. Of those, 51% use
lower-risk refrigerant because
CO2 refrigeration has been the
carbon dioxide (CO₂) as their
it is non-flammable. CO₂ opvictim of bum raps, says Steven
refrigerant, while the rest
erates at higher pressures but
Cousins of Coke.
employ hydrocarbons. In the
Stevens doesn’t see that as an
United States and Canada,
issue. And given the fizz in its
the company has installed between 12,000 and 13,000
drinks, Coke is “used to CO₂,” he added.
merchandisers and coolers that use CO₂, which is CocaIn contrast to Coca-Cola, Red Bull, with United States
Cola’s refrigerant of choice in North America. The HFC
headquarters in Santa Monica, Calif., has opted to use the
gas being replaced is R134A, which is being “recovered
hydrocarbon isobutane (R600A) as the refrigerant in its
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stand-alone refrigeration units in lieu of
R134A.
In 2011, the EPA approved R600A
for use in home refrigeration under the
SNAP (Significant New Alternatives
Policy) program, but not in commercial stand-alone coolers. Red Bull and a
supplier requested that the refrigerant
be allowed for the coolers as well, and in
July 2013 approval specific to Red Bull
was granted. As of May 2014, Red Bull
had ordered 12,560 R600A coolers for
the United States, with plans for more,
said Paige Dunn, CSR and sustainability
lead for Red Bull, who also spoke at the
ATMOsphere America 2014 conference.
“Our goal is 100% hydrocarbon
procurement for all countries where
possible,” she said. “It’s something we’re
aggressively going after.”
Using R600A has reduced the energy
consumption of Red Bull’s cooler fleet
by 10% compared with another hydrocarbon, R290 (propane), said Dunn.
“That’s great for our accounts.”
The amount of isobutane used in the
coolers is only three ounces, limiting
concerns about its flammability. “We
thought we’d have concerns about the
flammability potential but we have not
had that,” said Dunn. “Our accounts
have embraced it and technicians are excited.” Red Bull requires technicians to
be trained on how to service the system.

EUROPEAN USE COMMON

THE EPA, GWPs & YOU

T

Here’s a quick history of how regulation has evolved.

he move away from synthetic refrigerants began
in the 1990s when the
Environmental Protection
Agency, following the international Montreal Protocol agreement, started phasing down
ozone-depleting and climatewarming chlorofluorocarbon
(CFC) refrigerants – the refrigerant of choice for more than
50 years. In the 2000s, the EPA
added hydro-chlorofluorocarbons
(HCFCs), notably R-22, to its list
of targeted refrigerants. CFCs
have since been phased out while
production and importation of
HCFCs will end in 2020.

HIGH GWP

The remaining synthetic refrigerants, hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs),
don’t disturb the ozone layer but
have a high global warming potential (GWP). In an effort to jumpstart global interest, the European
Union has begun rolling back HFC
usage. And the Montreal Protocol,
led by the United States, is moving toward a global plan to phase
down HFCs, which could cut more
than 90 gigatons of carbon dioxide
equivalent, equal to roughly two
years worth of current global
greenhouse gas emissions, according to the EPA.
In the United States, the EPA
has recently proposed changing
the status of certain HFCs with
high GWPs, which were previously listed as acceptable under the
EPA’s Significant New Alternatives

Beverage makers are not the only
companies deploying self-contained
refrigeration units driven by natural refrigerants. Retailers are, too, especially
in Europe, where more than 80,000
hydrocarbon plug-in units are installed,
according to Nina Masson, head of market research for Shecco.
In the United States, a few retailers
have begun testing hydrocarbon units,
notably H.E. Butt Grocery, San Antonio, Texas. A year ago,
H-E-B opened an 83,000-square-foot store in Austin, Texas, that is the first United States supermarket to use only
self-contained refrigerated display cases that each run on
150 grams of propane (R290) refrigerant. The units were
designed by Hussmann with Tecumseh AE2 compressors.
The chain chose propane as its natural refrigerant
because “we are not convinced CO₂ is the long-term
solution for H-E-B,” said Charlie Wernette, director of
engineering, H-E-B, in a statement.
But he sees a slew of benefits with propane. “It is very

Policy (SNAP), to be considered
unacceptable in several end uses.
For example, the EPA is proposing to list HFC 134a as unacceptable as of January 1, 2016 in new
stand-alone retail food refrigeration and new vending machines.
In addition, R-507A and R-404A,
among other HFCs, would also be
deemed unacceptable by this date
for new and retrofit refrigerant
equipment, including stand-alone
and other systems. The EPA is
accepting comments to the proposed rule until 60 days after its
publication in the Federal Register
(which had not yet taken place as
of mid-July).
Which low-GWP refrigerants
does the EPA consider acceptable
alternatives for stand-alone units?
So far, the EPA has approved the
use of hydrocarbons such as isobutane (R600A) in home refrigeration and propane (R290) in commercial stand-alone refrigeration,
as well as carbon dioxide (R744) in
all commercial refrigeration. All of
these refrigerants have negligible
global warming potentials.

ROLE FOR ISOBUTANE

The EPA has also recently proposed expanding the use of isobutane to commercial stand-alone
refrigeration and relaxing the
prohibitions on releasing hydrocarbons during maintenance and
disposal, based on evidence that
their release would not threaten
the environment.
—Michael Garry

important to H-E-B that our natural refrigerant solution meets our sustainability and lower GWP objectives,
but we also want a simple design that is easy to install,
similar to your home refrigerator where it is delivered,
plugged in and works for 15 to 20 years without having to
think about it,” he said. In addition, because of the design
of the cases, H-E-B may be able to shorten its construction cycle.
Wernette predicted that the propane system would
reduce energy consumption by 50% compared with a
typical store refrigeration load. Q
AUGUST 2014
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ON THE PHONE
WITH THE CEO
Selected out-takes from recent conference calls with securities
analysts, courtesy of SeekingAlpha.com.

Sam Duncan, president and CEO, during the July 24 first quarter conference call: In retail
food we are steadily gaining momentum as identical
store sales increased for the second consecutive quarter,
coming in at positive 0.6%. Customer counts increased
2.5%, which was partially offset by 1.9% decline in average
basket size.
Bruce Besanko, exec vp and CFO: Our overall estimate
for cost inflation was approximately 1.5% for the quarter with markedly higher levels for certain meat items
namely seasoned pork as well as within the dairy items
such as milk, cheese and eggs… Our (Save-A-Lot) product offerings allow for a very efficient operating model in
which we offer only the fastest-moving, highest-demand
items in each category. Private brands account for a little
less than 60% of our store sales. These private branded
items are top quality and undergo rigorous and frequent
testing so we know our customers are getting the quality
items they expect and deserve.
Gary Rodkin, CEO, during June
26 fourth quarter conference
call: We have started improving
product mix, meaning moving
to more of our proprietary Café Steamers offerings and
discontinuing a number of other Healthy Choice slowmoving SKUs. Those discontinuations are contributing
to the brand’s current volume declines, and that will continue in the first quarter of fiscal 2015, but better volume
performance should start to show in the second quarter…
In the overall frozen category, consumer buying is down,
but we are taking share in single-serve meals… We saw
good share performance as well as volume growth during
the quarter, from Marie Callender’s and Bertolli. We are
well-positioned to grow and build share in faster growing
customer channels… We have been underdeveloped here
in simply capturing our fair share of these faster growing
retail outlets, specifically club, dollar and C-store, (which)
will provide a meaningful boost…
Tom McGough, president, Consumer Foods: The challenge that many manufacturers face, including ourselves,
is that there is more competition for the limited space in
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stores. And
certainly
what we have
seen is a lower lift as a result of that… So as we think
about it, there are really three components that we are focused on. In frozen, there has been an increase of overall
competitive activity. We have bolstered our support. We
have been competitive in our programs, and our market
share primarily in the premium and value segments with
Marie Callender’s, Bertolli and Banquet for the fiscal year
are up both in terms of volume and dollar share.
Ken Powell, chairman and CEO,
during June 25 fourth quarter
conference call: Sales for the (yogurt) category grew 6% in the U.S.
in 2014, but our overall yogurt sales didn’t grow and that
was a disappointment. However, we have our business
moving in the right direction. Retail sales of our Greek
yogurt grew 41% last year and our share of the Greek
segment is now running at 10%... We are introducing 20
more in the first half of this year… In fiscal 2015, we’re
expanding our Greek Taste-Off event across the country
with sampling in stores nationwide this summer… The
big news on Yoplait Light in the first half is the removal
of aspartame across the entire line, which will hit shelves
in the fall. And we’re modernizing our lineup of flavors
including Red Velvet Cupcake and Apricot Mango Sorbet.
In addition, we’re bringing a high level of fun to the kid’s
yogurt sections with Minions, Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles and Hello Kitty equities.
Retail sales for Totino’s hot snacks have grown 10% in
the last two years to reach over $0.5 billion. In fiscal 2015
we’ll work to build on that success with our Zero to Pizza
Pronto advertising campaign. We’re also innovating with
new barbecue chicken and spicy taco style varieties.
Old El Paso is leading the Mexican category with measured sales up 4% and share up half a point in fiscal 2014
and this is thanks to differential innovation like our Stand
‘N Stuff tortillas. This year we’re bringing bold nacho
cheese flavor to our Stand ‘N Stuff taco shells and we’re
significantly increasing our media investment to accelerate momentum on this very exciting brand.

Howard Levine, chairman
and CEO, July 20 third-quarter conference call: Our
refrigerated and frozen cooler program remains a high
priority initiative to drive trips and build the basket.
And our (McLane Co. distribution) relationship continues to pay dividends. Refrigerated and frozen food
sales have been robust, as McLane enables us to carry a
national assortment across the chain. We plan to further
leverage this relationship to help us accommodate the
expansion of dairy and beverages and we’ll further
expand coolers in all new and renovated stores moving
forward… Our private brands business continues to gain
momentum. In the third quarter, total private brand
consumable sales increased about 9% and penetration
improved to over 19%.
Galen Weston, president
and executive chairman, July 25, on second quarter conference
call: We will be reducing the size of all our stores…
The operating sort of model going forward for the Real
Canadian Superstore in Western Canada, we would size

it at about 90,000 feet… We’re also reducing the size of
our new conventional stores as appropriate, so very much
in line with what’s happening in the industry. What we
are seeing is a really strong response to our investment
in more assortment and better fresh presentation and
a mix shift that is taking place that we think may be a
more sustained shift in consumer preference. They’re just
buying more fresh food. We believe that fresh is a major
source of competitive advantage for us. We have seen
the customer respond very well to the investments that
we have made in fresh. We will continue to do that, and
that will drive a mix shift that underneath it all, should
largely be positive for margin.
Ken Martindale, president and
COO, June 19 on first quarter
conference call: We now have
completed 1,325 Wellness remodels, which represents 29% of all
Rite Aid locations… The (Beverly
Hills, Calif.) store also features concepts that we’re just
beginning to test such as Fresh Day Café that serves coffee, pastries, breakfast sandwiches and Rite Aid’s very
own Thrifty Ice Cream. Q

Request Foods is your copacking partner. With 600,000 sq. ft. of cooking, blending, freezing and packing
capacity, we are your one-stop resource for R&D and processing. Our team of top culinary chefs creates
custom entrées, side dishes, heat ‘n’ serve portions, and a whole lot more - every meal in every size. Give your
retail, club store or national brand the consistent quality of Request Foods. We Make Your Brand ... Better.
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‘COOL FOOD FOR KIDS’
IS SET FOR OCTOBER
Promotion includes in-school education,
consumer sweepstakes and PR initiatives.

T

his October’s annual
Cool Food for Kids
promotion will include an
in-school education program, a consumer sweepstakes and public relations
initiatives.
The event is run by the National Frozen & Refrigerated
Foods Association and leading brands. “We’re educating the next generation about the benefits of frozen and
refrigerated foods,” said Skip Shaw, NFRA’s president and
CEO. “These kids are our future shoppers, and they’re
already invested in learning to cook. This program focuses
on telling the farm-to-fork story showing how frozen food
is real food… just frozen, which supports NFRA’s overall
PR messaging.”
NFRA is partnering once again with curriculum specialists Young Minds Inspired and has developed an education
program for consumer science teachers and their students,
grades 6-12, with
a classroom poster
and activities
focused on telling
the farm-to-fork
story and developing chef-inspired,
balanced meals.
The Cool Food
for Kids education
curriculum will
be distributed to
more than 20,000
middle and high
schools across the
Bridgeton, Mo.-based
nation with the poHussmann debuts its Freedom
tential for frozen
Line Narrow Footprint Reach-In
and refrigerated
Case designed for small-format
food messaging
stores. Available for low- and midto reach 8 million
temp applications, the energy-efstudents. The proficient units fit through standard
motion is extended
doorways and feature top-mountthrough in-store
ed or remote refrigeration. Q
retailer promotions and community efforts, as well as NFRA’s Real
Food. Frozen and The Dairy Aisle…Beyond Cool public
relations initiatives.
Additionally, a Cool Food for Kids consumer sweepstakes will be featured on NFRA’s consumer website,
www.EasyHomeMeals.com, and the Easy Home Meals
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social media channels, with cash prizes totaling $10,000.
The educational initiative is further enhanced through
NFRA’s partnership with the Healthy Weight Commitment Foundation (HWCF), a coalition of organizations
fighting the growing obesity problem in America. By
teaming up with HWCF, NFRA joins hundreds of other
organizations to endorse an energy balance plan that
makes maintaining a healthy weight easier for Americans
to achieve. The similar agendas of the partners, including
many of NFRA’s manufacturer and retailer members, allows for easy collaboration and cohesive messaging across
all Cool Food for Kids marketing plans.
For more info, contact NFRA at 717-657-8601 or go to
www.nfraweb.org. Q

H-E-B’S EARDLEY TAKES
IDDBA HELM

M

ichael J. Eardley, director of
deli, cheese and prepared
foods at San Antonio-based H-E-B,
becomes president and CEO of the
International Dairy-Deli-Bakery
Association on Aug. 25.
He succeeds Carol Christison who
passed away in March after leading
the association for 31 years.
Eardley, who has worked at H-E-B
for the past 13 years in roles of increasing responsibility, is
a past chairman of the board of IDDBA, and was recognized as a Chairman’s Award winner for his outstanding
contributions to the industry and association. Q

FOOD SAFETY FORUM
OCT. 6-9 IN MONTEREY

T

he American Frozen Food Institute, McLean, Va., and
the California League of Food Processors will hold the
annual Food Safety Preventive Controls Forum Oct. 6-9 at
the Hyatt Regency Monterey in Monterey, Calif.
Early registration deadline for a $200 savings is Sept. 16.
Experts will discuss fundamental
Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA)
requirements and provide guidance on
how these requirements can be blended
into existing in-plant
food safety programs.
The first session of
the forum will focus
on “Hazard Analysis
and Preventive Controls: Implementing FSMA.” The second
half will focus on “Microbial Hazards Controls.”
For more information, contact AFFI’s Austin Faganel,
coordinator of conferences and member services, at
afaganel@affi.com or (703) 821-0770. Q

Let the whole family in on the great,
baked flavor of our new Gluten-Free Heat
& Serve Ciabatta Rolls. Available in Plain
and Rosemary Olive Oil varieties.
rudisbakery.com/gluten-free
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Visiting
Kroger

An opinionated, unauthorized tour of the newest
Marketplace store, in Florence, Ky. Plus, a look at the
Harris Teeter merger, and sundry odds and ends.
BY WARREN THAYER

M

y day began on a Tuesday morning in July with a visit to the
newest Kroger Marketplace, which opened April 17 in Florence,
Ky., just south of Cincinnati. The store has about 130,000 square
feet, with a pharmacy and general merchandise — including furniture and
clothing — on the left as you face the building, and food on the right.
At the front end, I counted 25 checkouts, including four self-checkouts.
There’s a plain floor and warehousey ceiling, so you can see the whole store
from pretty much anywhere. It couldn’t be called busy, but there was a steady
stream of customers coming and going.
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I veered to the right for the food
court area, which included everything from grab-and-go meals to a
sushi bar, soup bar, salad bar, olive
bar, specialty cheeses and “Chef on
the Run” section. I grabbed a coffee
at the Starbucks, and sat in the dining area. It had a wide-screen TV
turned to a news channel, and seats
and tables for 40.
Windows facing out of the front
of the store made it bright. Every
table had fresh orchids and a pitch
for the store’s floral department.
There were two stuffed chairs, just
like the ones at Starbucks. Nice.
The store has seven frozen
lineups, including 20 doors of pizza
and eight doors of multi-packs
ranging from burgers to Delizza
dessert pastries. In-stock positions

looked good, and associates were
busy as beavers washing all the
glass in doors and tidying up.
At the end of a dry grocery aisle
with pudding cups and juice cups,
there were about 16 feet of refrigerated desserts in a five-deck reach-in,
with a backlit “Desserts” sign at the
top. I’ve seen this done in different
stores once in awhile over the years,
and the efforts often seem sort of
random and out of place.
About 20 years ago, there was
lots of talk about integrating all
frozen and refrigerated products
in with dry grocery, by category,
“to make it easier” for the shopper.
Nobody, to my knowledge, tried
to do a whole store this way, and
running refrigeration for even a
case or two in the dry aisle proved
costly and inefficient.
But Kroger’s example here
seemed to work. The case was
close enough to other refrigeration
at the back of the store to minimize plumbing issues (assuming

plumbing was required
with this unit), signage
was dramatic and the
product followed the
natural flow of the planogram. Kudos to Kroger,
but with all the Jell-O
product in there, maybe
the credit belongs to
Jell-O. On my very next
visit to Florence, Ky., I’ll
have to check to see if
it’s still there.
In another Kroger
Marketplace, in Hebron, Ky., later in the
day, there was no sign
of any refrigerated desserts section, so
perhaps this is a test. This store had seven frozen
lineups of 28 doors, including 23 doors of pizza.
The layout was similar, with what I thought was

a clever touch of having high-velocity dairy items (milk,
beverages) running along the back wall toward the left,
which was home to general merchandise and women’s
clothing. This will certainly help expose shoppers to
the broad mix of product in the store. (Unless it bothers
customers who don’t like traipsing all the way to the hinterlands of the food department to
pick up something that’s always
on their shopping lists.)

number of Kroger competitors. Nothing all
that noteworthy, although my 5 p.m. trek
through a Meijer found it considerably quieter than the Kroger Marketplace had been
that morning at 10. As I entered, a greeter
at the door, a la Walmart, said “Welcome to
Meijer.”
It was a larger store, in what looked to me
to be a somewhat lower-income neighborhood
than the Kroger Marketplaces. It was a little
tired. But the aisles were considerably wider than Kroger’s,
and there were four 36-door
frozen lineups. That’s 144
doors, which is plenty, but the
Marketplace stores I visited
had 196, by my count. Meijer
had 18 doors for pizza, and a
Folksy signage promotes
Kroger-brand milk.

signed section for its store-brand ice cream.
I liked the three-door endcaps, including one that
wrapped around to give you visibility from three sides
for ice cream. And I’d tell you which company made
them, but it’s increasingly difficult to find manufacturer

NON-FOOD TRAFFIC?
All in all, a nice concept. Traffic
seemed a little slower on the
non-food side, but that’s just anecdotal. Market observers have
different opinions on how well
general merchandise is working
in the Kroger Marketplaces.
Got to say I was puzzled by
one instance of brand-blocking
here, where Healthy Choice Frozen Greek Yogurt was merchandised in with Healthy Choice
entrees. What’s up with that,
ConAgra?
While in the area, I visited a

A refrigerated desserts section
(Jell-O) is in line with ambient
dessert cups, near the back of the
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In this July 9 Kroger flier, some “seasonal low prices”
are good through September 9.

Kroger’s outlook is
very positive. They
have mass clout, with
local customization.
They leverage technology and Dunnhumby
shopper insights to understand both
shopper behavior and attitudes.”
Of course Kroger owns Fred Meyer,
and that chain’s long-term expertise
in general merchandise has been a key
factor in the success of the Marketplace format. (The Marketplace banner is used on Kroger, Dillons, Fry’s,
King Soopers and Smith’s stores.)
Although Kroger is well-known for
its use of shopper data and insights, a
couple of vendors complained to me
that the chain’s SKU rationalization
efforts ask shoppers questions like,
“If we drop Brand X, will you buy

names on display cases these days.
(Why is that?)
All in all, I’m favorably impressed
with the Kroger Marketplace stores.
At the end of 2013, the company
had 86 of them, requiring an average investment of $20-$22 million,
including real estate. The units
range in size from 100,000- to
130,000-square feet.
Kroger says the stores are meeting objectives on ROI and sales per
square foot, and it’s planning to build
more of them. Observers say Kroger
will have 110 Marketplace stores by
the end of the year, and that it could
build another 200+ within the next
few years.
Some question whether adding such large stores now is
wise, considering recent trends
toward smaller formats (a la
Walmart’s Neighborhood
Markets) and occasional local
opposition to what are seen
as “big box stores.” And what
about Kroger’s foray into
general merchandise?
My old pal Don Stuart,
managing partner at Cadent
Consulting Group, Wilton,
Kroger is seen by shoppers as the leading
Conn., notes that “Kroger
full-service grocer for providing healthy
brings food expertise into
foods, says Prosper Insights & Analytics.
the mix, which is a flipflop from what you see at
Brand Y instead, or go to a competTarget and Walmart, which added
ing store?”
food later. It’ll be interesting to see
The wrong responses can, as you
how they succeed with apparel. But
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might well imagine, get your brand
thrown off the shelf. These vendors
don’t believe the process takes all factors into consideration, and is skewed
to work against smaller brands.
My own knee-jerk reaction is to
agree, but it’s also hard to argue
against a chain that has seen 42 consecutive quarters of positive identical
supermarket sales, gains in market
share and significant tonnage growth.
Okay… Now let’s shift gears and
talk a bit about how the Harris
Teeter merger is going, and some
odds and ends about store formats,
natural/organics, technology and
merchandising.

HARRIS TEETER
MERGER ‘THRIVING’
In conference calls with securities
analysts, Kroger officials say that the
company’s January merger with Harris Teeter (227 stores) is thriving.
“We are spending time with Harris
Teeter and learning a lot about how
they connect with customers,” says
Mike Ellis, Kroger’s president and
COO. “Their store standards and
fresh foods are world-class. And our
cultures are a great fit, which makes
our integration work rather easy. We
are excited by what we are learning
about Harris Teeter’s online ordering
and store pickup model. It’s a program with a lot of promise.”
Kroger says it has been achieving
synergies with Harris Teeter already.
One example: combining insurance
programs reduced the company’s
annual premiums by $6 million.
Kroger CEO Rodney McMullen
says that merging with Harris Teeter

COVER STORY

was the equivalent of entering
several new markets. He notes
that the merger
brings new market share growth
opportunities,
and the higher
the market
share, the higher
the return on
invested capital.
McMullen
adds that Harris
Teeter has been
doing its own
Kroger says its Simple Truth is on
customer retrack to be a $1 billion brand by the
search for years,
end of this fiscal year.
while Kroger
has been doing
research on Harris Teeter, as a competitor. “Harris Teeter
scores incredibly strong on people and products and freshness of products. So, when you look at produce, meat, deli
departments, they score very well and their associates are
very friendly.”

back to that 50% figure. In the most recent quarter,
Kroger grew its number of loyal households at a “much
faster rate than total household growth.”

HIGH ON HIGH-TECH
If you Google “Kroger technology” you get 3,550,000
hits. What’s more, Kroger is No. 3 in the InformationWeek Elite 100 ranking.
“What makes Kroger unique in technology is not the
technology, but the way they are embracing it and taking advantage of it,” says Bill Bishop, founder of Brick
Meets Click, the Barrington, Ill.-based omni-channel
retail consultancy. He sees Kroger building a long-term
advantage by investing in infrastructure to help shoppers using digital technology in-store.
“That’s an investment without a specific payback,
but it is a platform they can use to do all sorts of things
faster, cheaper and better than if they did them in a
one-off basis,” he says.
Bishop sees Kroger as a retailer that does not fear ecommerce, but embraces it. “Most retailers today make
a strong effort not to cannibalize store sales with any of
their digital programs. Kroger is just stepping in; it all
comes from the top, and it needs to.”
I’ll focus here on a couple of programs that have recently gotten attention for the retailer: real-time temperature monitoring in its frozen and
refrigerated cases, and its use of the
QueVision system to speed up checkout lines.
Today, temperature checks are
performed manually by Kroger associates. But by using interactive sensors that are connected
through an in-store network, the chain can better ensure
the freshest foods by allowing for more frequent, realtime temperature checks
of meat, produce, deli and
frozen food products.
“We love these kinds of
initiatives because they save
money and they free up time
for our associates to engage
with customers. And most
importantly, this technology will help improve our
already vigorous food safety
efforts,” says Ellis.
Kroger began rolling out
the QueVision system in the
checkouts of select stores in
2010, and it has cut shopper

‘It’s really been fun to have someone who was a
competitor that you admire. And now you can
actually see what they do and how they do it.’
Kroger, he says, is eager to integrate learnings from
Harris Teeter when it comes to things like merchandising
and customer interaction.
Ellis notes that “It’s really been fun to have someone
who was a competitor that you admire. And now you can
actually see what they do, how they do it, but as Rodney
mentioned, they have been really strong on some of the
matrix — better than us in several markets.”
McMullen explains that Harris Teeter dropped some
of its prices after the merger, “taking that money and
giving it back to the customers.” This has also helped
Harris Teeter compete more effectively with Food Lion
in several markets.

KROGER GETS 50%
Kroger is known for its shopper loyalty, but it gets only
half of its shoppers’ grocery spend. Asked about that during a call with securities analysts, McMullen explained
that statistically, long-term customers buy considerably
more than half their groceries at Kroger.
But of course Kroger keeps adding new customers,
weaning them away from competitors where they still
spend part of their grocery budget. When you combine
the existing “loyals” with the new “loyals,” it brings you
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Kroger’s salted caramel iced coffee, made with
Arabica coffee, has “40% less calories than other
leading brands.”
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wait time from an average of four minutes to less than
30 seconds. Today, it operates in 2,300+ stores.
The system combines infrared sensors over store
doors and cash registers, predictive analytics, and realtime data feeds from point-of-sale systems. By keeping
track of how many customers are in the store and where
they are, QueVision works to prevent shoppers from
ever having more than one person ahead of them in the
checkout line.

Marketplace stores are typically from 100,000 to
130,000 square feet, and are said to be meeting ROI
and sales-per-square-foot targets.

says Simple Truth is on track to be a $1 billion brand by
the end of this fiscal year.

NATURAL/ORGANIC GROWTH

Kroger is seen by shoppers as the leading full-service
grocer for providing healthy foods, according to Roger
STORE BRAND $$: 24.5%
Saunders (roger@goprosper.com), managing partner at
Worthington, Ohio-based Prosper Insights & Analytics.
Kroger’s brands grew faster than vendor brands in the
His company develops an in-depth look at grocers every
most recent quarter, accounting for about 26.2% of units
August, covering topics including loyalty factors, net
and 24.5% of dollars, excluding fuel and pharmacy. Its
promoter scores and consumer equity indexes.
divisions typically stock about 13,000 corporate brand
It’s a Kroger strategy to improve its natural and oritems per store. Moreover, Kroger manufactures about
40% of its private label products in its 38 plants — includ- ganic foods offering across the country, McMullen says.
He adds that this is reflected in all new stores
ing 16 dairies
and remodels.
and two ice
Increased category sales are being driven by
cream plants.
customers recently entering the natural/organic
This gives the
segment, he says, along with those who switched
company advanfrom natural food stores when Kroger expanded
tages in margin
its selection. Lower prices in some product areas
and speed-tohave also helped. Consumers are clearly more
market.
health-conscious and concerned about what they
The retailer
eat, he says.
sees its multi-tier
For its part, Kroger has integrated its natural/
corporate brand
organic offerings throughout its stores, accordoffering as a siging to McMullen. “You will find soy milks, alnificant differenmond milks in the regular dairy case and things
tiator. Recently,
like that. So, we are just trying to answer what
it debuted new
the customer wants and have products available
branding and
at a price that they are willing to pay and in a
packaging for its
location where they are happy to find them.”
Value products
Digital coupons are increasingly at Kroger,
Saunders’ research shows that Kroger has
— the “good”
which has been a pioneer in the technology. more interaction with its shoppers, who make
tier of its “good,
Some coupons can be downloaded and
more trips per week than typical adults. “Kroger
better, best”
used up to five times in a single transaction. shoppers are more likely to regularly make a
program. For
shopping list — and Kroger is making it easier
fresh products, it
for its shoppers to navigate the store, building units for
replaced Kroger Value with Heritage Farm.
Simple Truth and Simple Truth Organic branded prod- shopper convenience closer to home, and rewarding
shoppers via their store loyalty program and gas savings,”
ucts — free from 101+ artificial preservatives and ingrehe says. Q
dients — skyrocketed after their launch last year. Kroger
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World leader in gluten-free
The Next Generation in gluten-free bread...

NEW Frozen Hearty White & Hearty Grain Bread
The USA leader
in shelf stable,
gluten-free
bread is
expanding into
the freezer.

Over 30 years of experience and world class R&D, manufacturing, and packaging expertise
make Dr. Schar #1 for Gluten-Free
 #1 overall in Europe
 #1 in shelf stable bread in USA*
To best serve all segments, Schar focus is now on the fast-growing frozen segment +46.7%
in retail sales vs YAG*
The new recipe for our 2 new breads was developed in Europe using a next generation technology
to achieve the elasticity, structure, moisture, and appearance very similiar to traditional bread.
Meeting the needs of those with Gluten-Free Diets: Hearty White is Fortified with Vitamin B
and Hearty Grain is a good source of Fiber
*Source: 2012 SPINS All Outlet Gluten-Free Bread Retails Sales Data

Also Available in Frozen: Bonta d’ Italia Cheese Pizza, and Plain & Cinnamon Bagels
For sales information contact Don Braun at don.braun@drschar.com

Learn more at drschar.com & schar.com

SPOTLIGHT:BREAKFASTS

BREAKFASTS

As a result, “Our breakfast burritos
is launching a 2-pound club pack of
are specially formulated to serve as
its Cinnamon French Toast Sticks,
an excellent source of protein.” Avail- reports national marketing manager
able varieties include Egg, Sausage,
Stuart Levy.
Cheese & Potato; Egg & Bacon; Egg,
Even the English muffin category
Sausage & Cheese; and Jalapeno,
is getting a boost from the handheld
Egg & Cheese, the latter of which
trend, reports Tom Robaczewski,
But new items offer promise, and
taps
into
growing
demand
for
spicy
vp of sales at Chicago-based Bays
the handheld segment continues
flavors
—
even
at
breakfast.
English Muffins (www.bays.com).
its rise.
While protein is key, most
breakfast category winBY DENISE LEATHERS
ners also offer portability.
rozen breakfasts slipped 0.7%
“The breakfast consumer
during the 12 weeks ended June is very much an on-the-go
15, reports Chicago-based IRI
user,” says Chris Lambrix,
(@iriworldwide), the market research senior vp of retail busifirm. But the segment’s largest
ness development for New
subcategory, handheld breakfasts,
Albany, Ohio-based Bob
jumped 3.6% to $232.11 million
Evans Foods (www.bobevans.
across channels. Also gaining: break- com). “Mornings are particufast entrees, up by 1.3% to $174.04
larly tough for families, with
EVOL’s new breakfast sandwiches feature
million. But the rest of the segment,
fewer opportunities to sit
cage-free eggs, meats raised without
down together and
antibiotics and multi-grain flatbreads. It also
consume a knifedebuts four better-for-you breakfast burritos.
and-fork meal.”
He adds that even waffle
While frozen muffins (-9.8%) and
manufacturers are rolling
bagels (-14.1%) continue to struggle,
out portable options that
refrigerated options perceived as
consumers can eat in the
“fresher” are still growing. Bays’ sales
car on the way to work or
jumped 6.9% during the most recent
The handheld category’s biggest gainer
school.
12 weeks, according to IRI.
during the most recent 12 weeks, Ruiz Foods’
For example, Battle
PROTEIN & PORTABILITY
El Monterey Breakfast Burritos come in fourCreek, Mich.-based Keland 12-packs as well as single-serves.
Outside the waffle segment, the
logg’s (www.kelloggs.com)
recently added a Chocolate- majority of frozen breakfast category
including waffles (-3.3%) and other
newcomers offer both
ly Chip Pancake
breakfast food (-10.8%) stumbled,
protein and portvariety to its Eggo
some say because consumers want
ability. Jimmy Dean
Bites lineup, which
protein with the first meal of the day. features pre-flarecently rolled out
“Consumers recognize that it’s not vored mini pantwo new Pancake &
just about eating any breakfast, but
Sausage on a Stick
cakes and waffles
a high-protein, balanced breakfast
varieties (Apple
(no syrup required)
that can tame their appetite... and
Cinnamon and Very
in microwaveprevent that mid-morning dip in a
Berry), both available
able single-serve
way carb-only breakfast options can- pouches. It also
in five-count packnot,” says Karmen Conrad, director
ages (Original is now
debuted a Chocoof frozen for Chicago-based Hillshire late Delight variety
offered in a five-count
Brands’ Jimmy Dean lineup (www.
as well). Designed to
of its Eggo Thick &
jimmydean.com).
appeal to kids whose
Fluffy Minis, also
While the protein-at-breakfast
moms want them to
pre-flavored and
trend started with athletes and dietconsume more proeasy to consume
ers, it’s become more mainstream,
tein, “The new varieon the run.
adds Rachel Cullen, president and
ties... leverage popular
And Upper
Two new flavors of Jimmy
CEO of Dinuba, Calif.-based Ruiz
flavors typically found
Marlboro, Md.Dean Sausage & Pancakes
Food Products, maker of the El Mon- based Murry’s
in carb-only breakfast
on a Stick add protein to a
terey brand (www.elmonterey.com).
(www.murrys.com) popular kids breakfast item. choices,” says Conrad.

DIP 0.7%

F
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New flavors, new lines and new reasons to buy. From the freezer
case to snacks to morning foods, Kellogg can help you pick up some
tidy profits throughout the center store. See all the 2014 Kellogg
Innovations right now at centerstoregrowth.com/2014

SPOTLIGHT:BREAKFASTS
Jimmy Dean added another variety
(vegetarian) Egg White &
to its line of English muffin breakfast
Spinach. The latter two
sandwiches. According to Conrad, the
are sold under the Lean &
new Canadian Bacon, Whole Cracked
Fit sub-brand and feature
Egg & Cheese variety is the first
whole wheat tortillas and
from the company to feature a whole
less than 300 calories
cracked egg.
apiece. EVOL breakfast
Jimmy Dean has expanded its
sandwich varieties include
better-for-you Delights collection with
Uncured Ham, Egg &
an Applewood Smoke Chicken SauCheddar; (vegetarian)
Kellogg’s taps into the portability trend with Egg & Smoked Gouda;
sage, Egg White & Sharp American
a new flavor of Eggo Bites: Chocolately Chip
Cheese English Muffin Sandwich. Like
(vegetarian) Egg White,
Pancakes.
all Delights items, it contains less than
Kale, Roasted Tomato
300 calories.
& Goat Cheese Spread;
Bob Evans recently expanded its low-cal lineup as
and Chicken Apple Sausage, Egg White & Cheddar. All
well, adding Ham & Cheese and Steak, Egg & Cheese
four varieties are served on multi-grain flatbreads, but
varieties to its Breakfast Bakes collection. According to
the latter two are sold under the Lean & Fit label and
Lambrix, the handheld breakfasts resemble hash browns
contain 200 calories or less. EVOL breakfast burritos and
but also contain eggs, cheese and protein. They’re bigsandwiches are sold singly to encourage consumers to try
ger than most handheld hash browns but because they’re
different varieties. Q
baked, not fried, they
contain 160 calories
or less.
Other manufacSales in supermarkets, drugstores, mass merchants, military commissaries and select club
and dollar stores combined for the 12 weeks ended June 15, 2014, according to Chicago-based
turers are offering
market research firm IRI (@iriworldwide). Percent change is versus the same period a year
all-natural, vegetarago. Brands are as originally trademarked and may not include line extensions. Top three
ian, whole grain and
subcategories only; brands with less than $4 million in sales are not listed.
other attributes. For
example, Kellogg’s
CATEGORY
$ SALES % CHG UNIT SALES % CHG
VOLUME % CHG
recently added a
BREAKFAST FOOD
$673,163,833
(0.7) 209,076,494
0.6 192,982,321
(1.2)
pair of vegetarian
BREAKFAST HANDHELD $232,112,221
3.6
47,765,971
5.1
52,940,014
3.8
breakfast sandwiches
Jimmy
Dean
$96,539,392
5.5
13,556,887
1.8
22,711,825
5.8
under its MorningJimmy
Dean
Delights
$29,156,074
3.9
4,230,819
2.3
6,085,460
3.4
Star Farms brand.
Odom’
s
Tennessee
Pride
$21,200,596
1.4
4,006,961
(2.5)
5,040,744
0.9
Both Veggie Sausage,
Kellogg’s Special K
$18,684,284
(13.5)
3,273,121
(11.4)
3,696,012
(11.4)
Egg & Cheese and
Private
Label
$11,828,609
(5.2)
3,515,749
(5.8)
2,992,076
(5.2)
Veggie Scramble
Hot
Pockets
$6,470,076
(3.6)
2,280,553
(12.7)
1,726,596
(6.0)
with Cheese varieties
El Monterey
$4,666,027
869.7
3,108,750
767.9
1,310,499
918.2
feature thin English
WAFFLES
$204,957,924
(3.3)
73,921,654
(1.7)
69,476,124
(3.0)
muffins made with
Kellogg’s Eggo
$109,798,039
(2.0)
34,664,243
(1.5)
39,043,411
(1.7)
whole grains.
Private Label
$35,501,455
(0.4)
16,658,324
1.5
14,811,237
1.4
EVOL (www.
Kellogg’s Eggo Nutri Grain $17,676,632
(15.0)
5,340,161
(13.4)
4,624,369
(15.6)
evolfoods.com),
Kellogg’s Eggo Thick & Fluffy$10,703,251
(1.6)
4,075,461
(1.9)
3,200,184
(1.4)
Boulder, Colo., is
Van’s
$8,458,701
8.7
2,781,014
8.7
1,515,156
9.4
rolling out breakKellogg’s Eggo Wafflers
$5,098,834 (24.7)
2,157,128
(22.6)
1,442,687
(22.6)
fast burritos and
sandwiches made
BREAKFAST ENTREES $174,038,528
1.3
62,399,832
4.7
50,797,158
(0.1)
with cage-free eggs
Jimmy Dean Brkfst Bowls $29,698,317
5.5
12,408,351
6.4
5,534,628
5.9
and meats raised
Private Label
$23,931,027
(0.4)
10,559,589
0.9
9,515,087
(3.0)
without antibiotJimmy Dean
$23,730,605
(2.0)
3,651,828
(1.1)
5,970,936
(3.2)
ics. Burrito flavors
Aunt Jemima
$15,001,360
(12.4)
7,188,270
(12.3)
4,371,346
(12.0)
include Uncured
De Wafelbakkers
$13,094,240
8.3
3,915,229
8.3
7,180,012
8.0
Ham & Egg; Spicy
Kellogg’s Eggo
$7,359,617
4.9
2,731,730
4.1
2,712,734
3.7
Uncured Bacon &
Jimmy Dean Delights
$5,782,702
57.0
1,986,496
39.6
1,173,963
77.9
Egg; Chicken ApKellogg’s Eggo Minis
$4,690,981
2.8
1,820,193
15.0
1,604,282
9.8
ple Sausage, Egg &
Kellogg’s Eggo Frnch Toaster Sticks $4,538,652
(8.1)
1,797,379
(3.4)
1,426,759
(3.4)
Smoked Gouda; and
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SPOTLIGHT: BREAD/DOUGH

BREAD/DOUGH
DOWN 2.0%
Innovation could spark a turnaround, but ‘risk-averse’
retailers are slow to take on truly new items.
BY DENISE LEATHERS

D

a risk on unique new products. “Retailers want safe bets
and immediate results from new items,” he explains.
“They don’t always give new, on-trend products the time
they need to get on their feet.”
For example, he says, Furlani recently launched a line
of all-natural garlic toast as well as premium olive garlic
bread. Although both items tap into some of the hottest consumer trends (all-natural, gourmet, etc.), retailer
response has been lukewarm. So, while the products
have found a home in natural food outlets, they’re not
yet available in many mainstream supermarkets. “For the
most part,” says DaRe, “those stores are offering the same
SKUs they’ve had for years.”
That fact has many manufacturers taking a step back
from new product development. “Instead of coming out
with new items, we actually deleted a few,” reports Farnsworth, who says Rhodes is focusing on improving the
quality of existing products instead.

espite an increase in volume sold with merchandising support, frozen bread and dough fell 2.0%
to $216.01 million across channels during the 12
weeks ended June 15, reports Chicago-based market
research firm IRI (@iriworldwide). The much larger
frozen fresh baked subcategory was down just 1.1% (to
$164.04 million), and
INNOVATION LIVES!
volume was
Despite all this, several innovative new items have debutflat. But the
ed recently. Rhodes launched 12-count packages of both
frozen bread/
its Warm-Serv Soft White Rolls and French Crusty Rolls.
roll/pastry
Not only do they offer better value than the six-count,
dough segsays Farnsworth, they can be line-priced with Rhodes’
ment saw its
top-seller, 36-count white dinner rolls, in ads and other
sales tumble
promotional vehicles.
5.9% to $46.06
At the other end of the spectrum, DaRe says smaller
million (volpackages
that appeal to empty nesters, singles and other
ume dropped
Rhodes debuts French Crusty Rolls
small
households
are clearly in demand, though retailers
6.7%).
and Soft White Rolls in better-value
have
been
slow
to
act on the trend.
Manufac12-count packages.
New flavor profiles are popular. For example, says
turers say a
DaRe, Furlani’s new Cheddar Biscuits, rolled out earlier
late Easter may be partly to blame. “When Easter is later
— it was April 20 this year — we tend to see slower frozen this year are doing nicely. “They’re convenient because
they’re fully baked — the consumer just has to heat them.
dough sales because, as the temperature warms, fewer
And they’ve got a fresh, bold flavor profile suggestive of
people are inclined to bake,” says Kenny Farnsworth,
many restaurant offerings.” He adds, “They’re a little more
president of Salt Lake City-based Rhodes Bake-N-Serv
expensive than most items in the category, but that hasn’t
(www.rhodesbread.com), the category leader.
hurt sales.”
Another challenge: almost 30% of consumGrand Rapids, Mich.ers polled by the NPD Group, Port Washbased Cole’s Quality Foods
ington, N.Y., this past May said they were
(www.coles.com) is also
trying to cut back on or avoid gluten. To
jumping on the flavor trend,
make matters worse, the number of different
rolling out Texas toast and
foods consumed during the average dinner
cheese sticks in Chipotle
is falling, according to Harry Balzer, vp of
BBQ, Spicy Buffalo and
NPD. “Bread with the evening meal is one of
Hidden Valley Ranch. But
the fastest declining items in the [American]
the most recent entrant in
diet,” he notes.
the flavor wars is Columbus,
Given all that, “It’s a wonder frozen bread
Ohio-based T. Marzetti
sales aren’t down further,” says Paul DaRe,
Dr. Schar, a key gluten-free player,
(www.marzetti.com), maker
sales and marketing vp at Mississauga,
continues to expand via new
of the New York brand. At
Ontario-based Furlani (www.furlanis.com),
products and added distribution.
the IDDBA show in June, the
whose category-leading 46.6% gain helped
company was talking up its
offset losses elsewhere.
new Baked Deli Sticks, available in on-trend flavors like
DaRe sees a bit of a Catch-22 in the category. InnovaSriracha, Ranch, Sea Salt, Five Cheese and Cinnamon
tive new items may hold the key to a turnaround, but
Sugar. Unlike traditional bread sticks, the new item is
because sales are down, retailers are less willing to take
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Decommoditize
Your Frozen Bread Program with
Innovation  Inspiration  Value

www.furlanis.com

SPOTLIGHT: BREAD/DOUGH

positioned as a “dipper” for hummus, Greek
lack of options is not the problem.
yogurt dips, salsa, flavored cream cheese
While Rhodes and its competitors
and other hot-selling spreads.
have offered plenty of whole-wheat
Another on-trend item that’s finally made
products, the frozen category is
its way from the foodservice sector to the
dominated by rolls. And for many
frozen aisle is pretzel rolls. Pennsauken,
consumers, rolls are only conN.J.-based J&J Snack Foods (www.super
sumed during special meals when
pretzel.com) just introduced restauranthealth isn’t top of mind.
Still, frozen manufacturers
style Soft Pretzel Rolls and Soft Pretzel
continue to chase the better-forSticks under its SuperPretzel Bavarian label.
you consumer. For example, Joseph
Offered in eight-count packages, they are
Campione (www.josephcampione.
fully baked and come with their own salt
com), Oak Creek, Wis., is preparpacket so consumers can customize flavor.
The other segment that’s seen a lot of
ing to launch Whole Wheat Dinner
new product activity lately is — no surprise
Rolls. Cheese Dinner Rolls, Yeast
Rudi’s introduces heat-and— gluten-free. For example, Boulder, Colo.Rolls and Cream Cheese Stuffed
serve Gluten-Free Ciabatta
based Rudi’s Gluten-Free Bakery (www.
Cinnamon Bread Sticks are also on
Rolls in two flavors.
rudisbakery.com), recently acquired by
the “coming soon” list.
Hain Celestial, Lake Success, N.Y., debuted a pair of heatAlso new: heat-and-eat Garlic Knots from Charlotte,
and-serve Gluten-Free Ciabatta Rolls earlier this year.
N.C.-based Stefano Foods (www.stefanofoods.com).
Available in both Plain and Rosemary Olive Oil flavors,
Offered in 8-inch round foil pans, the product is sold re“The all-natural rolls give families warm, fresh-baked
frigerated from the deli section where it can be merchanrolls in less than 10
minutes and without the
hassle of baking glutenfree from scratch,” says
Sales in supermarkets, drugstores, mass merchants, military commissaries and select club
senior marketing manand dollar stores combined for the 12 weeks ended June 15, 2014, according to Chicago-based
ager Denise Day.
market research firm IRI (@iriworldwide). Percent change is versus the same period a year ago.
Another key glutenBrands are as originally trademarked and may not include line extensions.
free category player,
CATEGORY
$ SALES % CHG UNIT SALES % CHG
VOLUME % CHG
Lyndhurst, N.J.-based
*FZ BREAD/DOUGH
$216,011,122
(2.0) 74,524,988
(2.0)
85,031,446
(1.9)
Dr. Schar USA (www.
drschar.com), continues
FZ FRSH BKD BRD/RLL/BSCT $164,040,031
(1.1)
60,014,391
(1.1)
55,357,792
0.0
to expand distribution
New York
$40,953,733
2.8
14,771,920
5.2
11,090,545
6.2
of its Hearty White and
Private Label
$39,500,568
0.5
17,240,120
(1.4)
16,809,094
0.4
Hearty Grain frozen
Sister Schubert’s
$22,263,231
(1.6)
6,051,059
(0.5)
6,820,050
1.2
breads, both made with
Pepperidge Farm
$19,919,052
(11.4)
7,329,278
(11.5)
4,991,755
(14.1)
quinoa and millet rather
Cole’s
$11,668,928
1.1
5,129,868
4.9
4,088,002
4.1
than wheat, barley or
Pillsbury Grands
$6,220,531
(2.6)
1,705,568
(3.5)
3,638,861
(0.6)
rye, reports director
Mary B’s
$3,283,378
11.4
1,072,427
1.5
1,853,092
7.9
of marketing Roberto
Furlani
$2,478,975
46.6
1,220,439
28.1
787,006
37.6
Cruz.
Mamma Bella
$2,309,270
(12.6)
748,142
(12.7)
550,681
(13.8)
Alexia
$1,752,455
(15.3)
521,362
(13.3)
389,025
(12.9)

FROZEN BREAD & DOUGH

WHEAT A NO-GO

While gluten-free breads
are growing leaps and
bounds, manufacturers
have had much less success with other “betterfor-you” options. While
wheat bread now outsells
white bread in the fresh
bread aisle, it represents
less than 5% of total frozen bread sales, reports
Farnsworth, who says a
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FZ BRD/ROLLS/PSTRY DGH $46,062,454
Pillsbury Grands
$9,380,967
Mary B’s
$7,139,317
Rhodes
$7,012,827
Private Label
$4,045,466
Rhodes Bake-N-Serv
$3,597,225
Goya
$2,449,012
Athens Foods
$1,618,036
Rhodes Anytime
$1,614,594
Rhodes Warm-N-Serv
$1,499,118
Bridgford
$1,280,734

(5.9)
(7.8)
(2.0)
1.0
(4.9)
(5.4)
4.7
(5.4)
4.9
(11.0)
(2.4)

13,412,737
2,727,298
1,850,640
1,655,588
1,303,174
936,580
1,212,048
415,947
384,609
579,887
367,383

* Includes the frozen cookie dough subcategory, not listed here.
AUGUST 2014

(6.0)
(9.5)
(5.2)
2.3
(7.2)
(5.3)
3.1
(5.2)
5.9
(12.5)
(1.7)

26,891,301
5,169,172
4,423,849
5,606,502
2,938,773
2,555,140
1,196,437
414,108
477,819
427,231
801,485

(6.7)
(6.5)
(4.1)
1.1
(1.6)
(5.2)
3.1
(4.9)
5.1
(8.7)
(2.5)

dised alongside fresh pizza, strombolis and other
take-and-bake items.
That’s a good idea, says Furlani’s DaRe, because
bread is usually consumed as a meal accompaniment, not a
main course,
so anytime it
can be merchandised with
complementary
items, sales are
likely to rise.
But even if
frozen bread
can’t be displayed alongside products
like dry pasta
or steak, crosspromotion can
Furlani’s new Cheddar Biscuits
have the same
bring bold flavor to the frozen
effect.
bread category.
Finally, says
Farnsworth,
retailers should use secondary displays for frozen
bread and dough during peak seasons since what’s
on the shelf is never enough to meet demand. Q

WHEAT/FLOUR PRICES STEADY
U.S. growers have a horrible year, but bumper crops
overseas balance supply and demand.
BY DENNIS COLLINS AND MONICA GELINAS

F

or Midwest farmers who produce the hard red winter
wheat used primarily for bread flour, it’s been a disastrous
year. First, there was winter freeze damage followed by persistent drought during the growing season and then heavy
rains that disrupted harvest and lowered wheat quality.
Normally, that would drive prices up, but major international exporting countries had bumper crops. This kept prices
in check, and in fact wheat and flour prices this year should
be in the lower range of what we’ve seen the past four years.
There’s a wrinkle here: consumer interest in ancient and,
more recently, sprouted grains in products have put pressure
on supply. The market for specialty grains is still immature,
so the supply and distribution challenges have not yet been
sorted out and manufacturers are bearing the burden.
Collins, a director at Trilateral, Inc., can be reached at
dcollins@trilatinc.com. Gelinas, founder of Grit Work LLC,
can be reached at monica@gritwork.com. They provide
purchasing and risk management advisory services to the
food industry. Q

STARTING IN SEPTEMBER…

MENU MEMO

A new section in every issue devoted to

keeping you current on trends

along the supermarket perimeter. Our partner

Technomic has long been the ‘go-to’ source
for food and foodservice industry data, intelligence and commentary. You’ve already
seen samples of the company’s work in
our pages during the past year; now we’ve
enhanced and formalized our partnership,
starting with the September issue.

ing firm that will help keep you up on ingredi-

We’ve also added new circulation to key executives within the perimeter departments,
thereby creating an even more powerful
advertising vehicle for frozen and refrigerated food manufacturers.

analysis on gaps in your merchandise mix

Look for the new MENU MEMO in the September issue of Frozen & Refrigerated Buyer.

in this timely initiative is Technomic, Inc., the
Chicago-based market research and consultents and flavors growing in popularity,

and the next ‘hot product.’

WWW.FRBUYER.COM

WWW.TECHNOMIC.COM

SPOTLIGHT: JUICE

JUICE SALES

SQUEEZED
But trendy, better-for-you beverages continue to gain ground.
BY DENISE LEATHERS

T

hanks to increased competition from alternate beverages,
including refrigerated tea
(+8.4%) and ready-to-drink coffee
(+9.2%), refrigerated juice sales fell
2.4% to $1.36 billion across channels during the 12 weeks ended June
15, reports IRI (@iriworldwide),
the Chicago-based market research
firm. With a few exceptions, frozen
juices continue to struggle.
Demand for beverages
made with real, simple ingredients continues to grow,

with a variety of
ingredient list, the
fruits, reports vp
company also reof marketing Kevin
vamped the bottle
Miller. Flavors
so consumers can
include Blueberry
see clearly what’s
Pomegranate, Peach
inside. Simplified
Mango and Strawlabeling makes
Old Orchard’s new Fruit & Veggie berry Banana, each
information
of which offers a full
easier to find. For concentrates offer a full serving
of both fruit and vegetables in
serving of both fruit
consumers who
each 8-ounce glass.
and vegetables in
want an even
every 8-ounce glass.
cleaner product,
He adds that at around $1.47 a can,
Turkey Hill added a line of singleprice per serving is less than 25 cents.
serve organic teas this past spring.
New in frozen is a trio of fruit and
More recently, the company devegetable juice concentrates from
buted Old Orchard for Kids, juices
Sparta, Mich.-based Old Orchard
with 50% less sugar than traditional
Brands (www.oldorchard.com).
products, and no artificial sweetenPositioned as a much less expensive
ers. Like the company’s new Fruit &
alternative to similar shelf-stable bev- Veggie offerings, Old Orchard Kids
erages, they combine carrots, sweet
has no artificial flavors, colors or
potatoes, beets and other vegetables
preservatives. Q

REFRIGERATED & FROZEN JUICE
Sales in supermarkets, drugstores, mass merchants, military commissaries and select club
and dollar stores combined for the 12 weeks ended June 15, 2014, according to Chicago-based
market research firm IRI (@iriworldwide). Percent change is versus the same period a year ago.
Subcategories with less than $1 million in sales are not listed.

Turkey Hill debuts four
single-serve varieties of
organic iced tea.

says Colin Wright, senior
trade relations coordinator
at Conestoga, Pa.-based Turkey Hill (www.turkeyhill.
com). For example, the company’s Pure & Chilled iced
teas and lemonades contain
no preservatives or added
colors — just cane sugar,
tea, fruit juice and water. In
addition to simplifying the
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CATEGORY
$ SALES % CHG UNIT SALES % CHG
VOLUME % CHG
RFG JUICES/DRINKS $1,359,530,603
(2.4) 468,967,091
(5.4) 28,532,226,462
(6.9)
Orange Juice
$688,504,433
(3.7) 204,888,127
(4.5) 13,832,763,924
(5.8)
Fruit Drink
$226,210,401
(8.0)
113,665,329
(14.1) 7,852,470,018
(13.1)
Juice And Drink Smoothies $145,748,694
5.6
41,569,489
6.9 998,899,387
9.6
Lemonade
$120,908,413
1.5
55,031,848
(4.8) 3,355,184,968
(4.2)
Blended Fruit Juice
$84,140,331
0.2
26,720,192
1.1 1,351,893,266
(1.8)
Vegetable Juice/Cocktail $24,377,041
37.6
6,386,063
47.9 188,790,994
28.1
Grapefruit Juice
$18,632,197
(5.4)
5,559,805
(4.7)
319,817,797
(6.1)
All Other Fruit Juice
$17,335,550
(4.4)
4,391,365
4.2
96,346,973
(4.5)
Apple Juice
$10,608,868
(1.0)
3,585,902
(2.9) 164,669,626
(4.2)
Cranberry Cocktail/Drink $7,856,905
(11.7)
2,616,090
(13.8) 104,328,295
(18.3)
Cider
$5,302,135
6.1
1,392,622
29.7
121,819,120
34.2
Fruit Nectar
$3,361,370
(1.0)
1,232,788
0.1
73,006,743
(5.8)
Pineapple Juice
$2,504,118
(5.2)
838,778
(4.7)
49,526,742
(4.8)
Juice/Drink Concentrate/Syrup $2,221,245
33.9
249,714
201.7
8,388,131
173.1
Lemon/Lime Juice
$1,122,673
(1.6)
562,433
(7.4)
4,064,478
(4.3)
FZ JUICES
$85,038,257
Orange Juice Concentrate $24,760,621
Drink/Cocktail Drink Concentrate $22,498,924
Lemonade/Limeade Concentrate $14,493,501
Blended Fruit Juice Concentrate $6,038,516
Cocktail Mixes
$5,345,855
Apple Juice Concentrate
$4,126,130
Grape Juice Concentrate $4,026,298
Crnbrry/Blnds Juice/Drnk Cncntrte. $1,846,123
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(11.2)
(13.4)
(7.3)
(5.7)
(16.8)
(9.4)
(14.6)
(21.2)
(18.7)

48,049,612
12,730,024
12,952,416
10,167,488
3,633,299
1,901,498
2,740,047
1,866,520
946,970

(8.9)
(15.7)
2.1
(5.9)
(12.9)
(11.8)
(15.8)
(23.6)
4.6

139,160,767
38,867,083
25,865,245
39,598,159
10,871,728
4,780,124
8,278,004
5,455,334
2,123,375

(10.6)
(15.6)
(3.5)
(6.1)
(12.9)
(16.4)
(15.6)
(23.5)
21.9

Juice. It’s in our DNA.
For 30 years Old Orchard has been producing the best tasting, highest
quality juices at an affordable price. Our portfolio of unique blends and
trend-forward flavors are perfectly suited to the changing needs of
today’s consumer. And our vast experience and category insights
can help you to profitably advance
your business. If you are looking for
a partner that offers exceptional
products and unmatched service,
give us a call.
100% Juice. Juice Blends. Reduced Sugar Juice Cocktails. Info@oldorchard.com | www.oldorchard.com | 616-887-1745

SPOTLIGHT: MEXICAN FOODS
LOGISTICS

MEXICAN

adventurous when it comes to trying
mile radius of your stores,” advises
new varieties and product forms. So
Joe Perez, vp, sales and marketing,
more bold-flavored, authentic tasting
Goya Foods, Inc. (www.goya.com),
Secaucus, N.J.
Mexican foods, like José Olé Nacho
“Pay attention to
Bites are gainproducts your coming share,” says
petitors are carrying
Bihl.
which you may have
Convenience
missed,” he suggests.
and port“Ask yourself ‘What
ability are also
One of the hottest categories in the do they do especially
big drivers for
cold aisles is expected to stay hot.
well, in terms of merconsumers who
chandise and meroften replace
BY DAN RAFTERY
chandising support?’”
sit-down meals
As an example,
with eating
he popularity of Mexican
Cincinnati-based
on-the-run and
food continues to grow in
Kroger recently marmore frequent
supermarkets around the
keted Mexican foods
snacking. Bihl
country. Campbell’s culinary and
with an aggressive
predicts that
baking institute named regional
in-store promotion
millennials will
TortillaLand’s Cheesy Uncooked
Mexican as one of the top 10 food
program. For three
become even
Tortillas cook up fresh in just 60
trends in the United States in 2014.
weeks in June, the
seconds. The brand’s tortillas are more valuSome of the more interesting develchain held an Hisable shoppers
up 50% versus a year ago.
opments can be seen in stores’ fropanic Epicurean event
as their share
zen and refrigerated aisles.
in local stores. Called “Savor World
of the population grows, outpacing
Unlike the current wave of imFlavor: Taste of Mexico,” the promobaby-boomers.
migrants making headlines, most of
“This consumer looks for sometion included a wide range of new
the Hispanics in this country were
thing different, but at the same time
products, cooking demonstrations
born here. They are bicultural, having and sampling.
nutritious, quick and flavorful,” says
adopted American culture and are
Goya’s Perez. However, he notes
“’Savor World Flavor’ is about
influenced by Histhat retailers need to do something
re-igniting
panic cultures when
our custom- special to draw shoppers into the
it comes to their
freezer aisle.
ers’ passion
choice of food.
for food
CREATE AN EXPERIENCE
The diversity of
through the
tastes available in
“Create an experience in the freezer
authentic
the U.S. is appealaisle,” says Perez. “Cross-merchantastes and
ing to Hispanics but
dise some dry grocery items and
cuisines
they tend to hold to
add as much signage as you can to
of world
some of the more
bring shoppers into the aisle — door
cultures,”
traditional recipes
says Michael clingers, overhead signs, floor signs,
and tastes from
anything to heighten awareness of
Donnelly,
Goya has launched new
their home country.
Kroger vp of the freezer aisle.”
microwaveable frozen entrees that
Fresh foods and
Bihl agrees. “Creating a destination
merchandissteam in the bag in three minutes.
traditional recipes
for Mexican foods within the frozen
ing. During
are important parts
department is a huge opportunity for
the promoof the Hispanic culture, which can
retailers,” he says.
tion, customers could go to a special
pose a challenge for retailers. And
Cross-merchandising also works
Website for recipes, to watch videos
of course, people of non-Hispanic
in the refrigerated case, according
and to register for a chance to win
origin are also attracted to the same
to Charlene Richardson, marketing/
trips to Mexico.
qualities.
brand manager-TortillaLand, Circle
According to Terri Bihl, director
Experienced marketers of Hispanic of marketing, Mexican CPG, WindFoods (www.circlefoods.com), San
food products offer solid advice for
Diego. “We work with refrigerated
sor Foods, (www.windsorfoods.
growing sales of Mexican foods.
com) Hayward, Calif., “The good
supplier partners in chicken and
“Know both your current customer
news is that ethnic foods continue
cheese categories to offer retailer
base and your potential customers
to resonate with consumers, espepartners display and cross-coupon
who live or work within the 2 – 5
cially millennials, and they are more
support, says Richardson. “Consum-

FOODS
FIRE UP

T
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SPOTLIGHT: MEXICAN FOODS
ers get help putting together a quick, easy and wholesome are being menued by top national restaurant chains. The
meal solution.”
Hispanic population skews young and male, with a
“Recent sales trends show TortillaLand Fresh Unmedian age of 27 versus the national median of 37. That
cooked Tortillas sales up more than 50% vs. a year ago in
make it one of the target demographics for restaurants
the refrigerated section,” says Richardson. “While some
— particularly fast-casual and quick-service concepts.
of this increase is new retail distribution, in stores already As salsa outpaces ketchup as the most requested condicarrying these items, growth is 20% to nearly 40% in key
ment and chips and salsa rank as the most requested
accounts.”
appetizer, restaurant operators are eager to keep up
Her market basket research shows increasing shopper
with this trend that is spreading rapidly throughout all
penetration. “Once consumers try the proddemographics.
Currently, Mexican concepts
uct, they come back because of the fresh,
make up the greatest number of
homemade appeal of the uncooked tortillas,”
fast-casual chains ranking among
says Richardson.
the Top 500. The Top 500 chains
On the new products front, Goya Foods
represent nearly 60% of the resrecently launched three items, according to
taurant industry’s total sales, and
Perez:
they increased sales by 3.5% in
—Mangu is a traditional Dominican
2013. However, within the limitedRepublic dish of creamed plantain, seasoned
service segment, Mexican outpaced
with garlic and topped with red onions.
the average growth with increased
—Traditional rice and beans – pink beans
sales of 6.1%.
and yellow rice; black beans and white rice.
There has been plenty of innovaIn microwavable pouches – ready in three
tion in the category and consumers
minutes.
are hungry for more. Chipotle has
—Yuca Bites work as a meatless appetizer,
introduced sofritas-chipotle and
snack or side dish. This product is made from
poblano-flavored tofu as protein
the tropical yucca root, which is more nutrireplacement. And Taco Bell has
tious than potatoes and has a meaty texture.
entered the breakfast wars with
The new items have three distinct coatings –
the release of the breakfast burrito
chipotle, garlic mojo and buffalo sauce.
Ruiz Foods has had strong
Circle Foods also recently launched Tortilsuccess with its Southwest and a waffle taco. Ethnic cuisines,
especially familiar fare such as
laLand Cheesy Uncooked Tortilla.
Chipotle Chicken Burritos.
Mexican or Chinese, are increas“TortillaLand infused real cheddar cheese
ingly in demand and certainly the ubiquitous influence
in uncooked flour tortillas and put two great tastes
can be measured by how many restaurants offer nachos,
together. Not only is the taste great, the aroma when it is
quesadillas and guacamole. Mexican appetizers expericooking is fantastic,” says Richardson. Q
enced considerable growth on full-service menus, nearly
Dan Raftery is president of Raftery Resource Network
doubling in menu occurrence during the past two years.
and a trumpet hobbyist. He can be reached at
Dan@RafteryNet.com.
KOREAN TACOS?

MEXICAN ITEMS

THRIVE ON MENUS
Fusion is gaining popularity. Meanwhile, Mexican concepts make up the greatest number of fast-casual restaurant chains in the top 500.
BY ADRIENNE NADEAU

S

onic is offering a Salsa Verde Breakfast Burrito,
new Wendy’s sandwiches feature jalapenos, and
Bonefish Grill showcases Black Cherry Guava
Mojito. With Hispanics accounting for 17% of the population, it’s no surprise that traditional Mexican flavors
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To stay ahead of the game, look to emerging restaurant
trends focusing on fusion. For example, new Mexican
appetizers include a variety of tacos, fused with other
ethnic cuisines, such as Korean. Several independent
restaurants have used goat cheese, Jamaican jerk chicken,
and even seasonal fruits to create quesadilla recipes that
are at once comforting and unique. Nachos have gotten a
similar treatment, using the crispy tortilla chips as a base
for a variety of emerging products.
Millennials and Gen Zers have grown up with far more
exposure to ethnic offerings, particularly Hispanic cuisines. Tacos, burritos, and chips qualify as comfort food
to many of them; innovative twists to these products create a strong opportunity for increasing market share. Q
Adrienne Nadeau is a senior analyst with Technomic, Inc.
(www.technomic.com), the Chicago-based consulting and
research firm serving the food industry.

UPFRONT

GOLDEN PENGUIN
WINNERS NAMED

awareness for March
Frozen Food Month by
distributing a two-page
FSI to 36 million consumers across the country on
NFRA contest honors best in merchandising
March 2, 2014, as well
and promotion in 31st annual Frozen Food Month.
as distributed digital
coupons through a parthe National Frozen & Refrigerated Foods
nership with Coupons.
Association, Harrisburg, Pa., has awarded 20
com. A $10,000 consumer
Golden Penguins and two Amber Penguins
sweepstakes and fourin recognition of the best promotions for the 31st
week freezer giveaway courtesy of Hussmann engaged fans
annual March Frozen Food Month. In addition, 31 comon NFRA’s Easy Home Meals (www.EasyHomeMeals.com)
panies were recognized with Silver Penguin awards. The
social media channels throughout the month of March.
awards symbolize excellence in merchandising and proTo promote Frozen Food Month, a slideshow and
motion in the frozen food industry.
infographic about meals from the frozen food aisle were
The special Amber penguin commemorates three
featured on the front
consecutive Gold
page of the Huffingawards in the same
PROUD PENGUINS
tonPost.com. NFRA
category. The Gold
Here are the Amber, Golden and Silver Winners.
partnered with the
and Amber awards
AMBER PENGUIN AWARD WINNERS
SILVER PENGUIN AWARD WINNERS
Life of Dad network
will be presented at
Manufacturer Branded: Ateeco Inc./
Co-op Wholesaler: Wakefern Food Corp.,
of dad bloggers to
the Grand Awards
Mrs. T’s Pierogies, Shenandoah, Pa.
Keasbey, N.J.
have a cook-off usRetail Sales Agent: Douglas Sales AsBanquet during
Corporate Wholesaler: Bozzuto’s Inc.,
sociates, Piscataway, N.J.
Cheshire, Conn.
ing foods from the
NFRA’s ConvenLocal Frozen Food Assn. Over 50
frozen aisle.
tion in Orlando,
Members: Frozen & Refrigerated Foods
A #FrozenChefGOLDEN PENGUIN AWARD WINNERS
Fla., on October 14.
of Central Florida, Temple Terrace, Fla.;
Co-Op Wholesaler: Associated WholeMadness Twitter ParSilver awards are
Frozen and Refrigerated Food Council of
salers Inc., Robesonia, Pa.
N.C., Rock Hill, S.C.
ty coincided with the
typically presented
Corporate Wholesaler: Associated
Military Commissary Best Department
contest to announce
at the local level at
Grocers, Baton Rouge, La.
Display: Robins AFB Commissary, Robins
the winners. NFRA
appropriate frozen
Local Frozen Food Assn. Over 50 MemAFB, Ga.
partner blogger Chef
bers: Frozen & Refrigerated Food Council
food association
Military Commissary Best Endcap
of Northern California, Hollister, Calif.
Display: Nellis AFB, Las Vegas (Assisting
Billy Parisi promoted
meetings.
Military Commissary Best Department
Company: Webco GP, Aldie, Va.); Imperial
Frozen Food Month
Qualified
Display: Nellis AFB, Las Vegas, Nev. AsBeach Commissary, Prince George, Va. (Asby appearing on Pamarketing prosisting Company: Webco GP, Aldie, Va.
sisting Company: Ruiz Foods, Glenview, Ill.)
rade.com and sharing
fessionals from
Military Commissary Best Endcap
Military Sales Agent: Dunham & Smith
Display: Fort Stewart Commissary, Fort
Agencies, Prince George, Va.
his Top Ten Frozen
accredited colleges
Stewart, Ga. Assisting Company: Nestlé
Retail Corporate Chain or Division 10Food Essentials, and
and universities
USA, Hinesville, Ga.
50 Stores: FoodMaxx, Turlock, Calif.
on WCIU’s “You &
judged the contest,
Military Commissary Overall Store
Retail Corporate Chain or Division
Me This Morning”
Promotion: Nellis AFB, Las Vegas, Nev.
looking for the best
Over 50 Stores: Lucky Supermarkets,
Assisting Company: Webco GP, Aldie, Va.
Modesto, Calif.; HAC Inc., Oklahoma City,
with his Making Frocreative effort durRetail Corporate Chain or Division
Okla.
zen Foods Work TV
ing the full 30-day
10-50 Stores: Harmons Grocery, West
Retail Supermarket Best Department
segment.
March program.
Valley, Utah
Display: Ultra Foods, Chicago; ShopRite
Golden Penguins
of Manahawkin, Manahawkin, N.J., ShopWinning entries
Retail Corporate Chain or Division
Rite #487 (Assisting Company: Douglas
Over 50 Stores: ACME Markets, Malvern,
will also be awarded
demonstrated
Sales Associates Inc.); Crossroads County
Pa. Assisting Company: Activiation Sports
for quality marketthe effective use
Market, Wausau, Wis. (Assisting Company:
Marketing, Bala Cynwyd, Pa.
ing plans during June
Kemps, Cedarburg, Wis.); Chris’ Food
of promotional
Albertsons Southwest, Tolleson, Ariz.
Center, Sandstone, Minn. (Assisting ComDairy Month and
elements such as
Giant Eagle, Pittsburgh, Pa.
pany: Dean Foods, Esko, Minn.); Olsen’s
the June/July Sumin-store programs,
Retail Supermarket Best Department
Piggly Wiggly, Cedarburg, Wis. (Assisting
Display: Tops Friendly Market, Elmira, N.Y.
mer Favorites Ice
Company: Kemps, Cedarburg, Wis.)
advertising, conRetail Supermarket Best Endcap DisRetail Supermarket Best Endcap
Cream & Novelties
sumer education,
play: Albertson’s #881, Northglenn, Colo.
Display: Albertsons #971, Peoria, Ariz.
display contest. For
creative use of
Assisting Company: Co-Sales Company,
(Assisting Company: Co-Sales Co., Phoenix);
more information
Greenwood Village, Colo.
merchandising and
Albertsons #981, Chandler, Ariz. (Assisting
Retail Supermarket Overall Store ProCompany: Co-Sales Co., Phoenix); Alberton any of the Golden
POS materials and
motion: Chris’ Food Center, Sandstone,
sons #940, Tempe, Ariz. (Assisting CompaPenguin competispecial displays.
Minn. Assisting Company: Dean Foods,
ny: Bellisio, Southlake, Texas); Albertsons
tions, contact NFRA
Joined by 16 parEsko, Minn.
#929, Gilbert, Ariz. (Assisting Company:
Ateeco Inc., China Springs, Texas)
at 717-657-8601 or
ticipating brands,
NFRAweb.org. Q
NFRA increased
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LOGISTICS

HACKERS TARGET
LOGISTICS FIRMS
Chinese manufacturer’s hardware
for terminal scanners
had weaponized
malware called
‘Zombie Zero.’

S

an Mateo, Calif.-based TrapX (www.trapx.com), a computer systems
security provider, has discovered a highly sophisticated, polymorphic
advanced persistent malware dubbed “Zombie Zero” targeting the shipping and logistics industry worldwide.
Tracing sales of the handheld scanners, TrapX eventually identified a total of
seven logistics operators and one manufacturer that were attacked. Weaponized
malware was delivered into shipping and logistics enterprise environments from
a Chinese manufacturer responsible for selling proprietary hardware for terminal
scanners used to inventory items being shipped or transported in and out of many
countries. The malware was delivered through the Windows-embedded XP operating system installed on the hardware at the manufacturer’s location in China. It
could also be downloaded from the Chinese manufacturer’s support website.
A variant of this malware was also sold and delivered with the same hardware product to a large manufacturing company as well as to seven other
identified customers of this hardware product worldwide.
Once the scanner was attached to the wireless network and put into production it immediately began an automated attack of the corporate environment
using the server message block protocol.
The shipping and logistics target installed security certificates on its scanner devices for network authentication but because the devices were already
infected with the advanced persistent malware from the manufacturer, the
certificates were completely compromised.
The cybercriminals gained access to scanned data (origin, destination, contents, value, to, from, etc.) as well as corporate financial data, customer data,
detailed shipping and manifest information.
The exfiltration of all financial data as well as CRM data was achieved,
providing the attacker complete situational awareness and visibility into the
shipping and logistics targets’ worldwide operations.
“We’re moving into a new era of threat factors,” Carl Wright, general manager TrapX, told the Journal of Commerce. “Over the last two years, there’s been
a tremendous amount of profit from cyberattacks.” Q

LINEAGE ACQUIRES 2 DREISBACH FACILITIES
Colton, Calif.-based Lineage Logistics, a warehousing and logistics company
backed by Bay Grove, has acquired two cold storage facilities in Santa Cruz
county, Calif., from Dreisbach Enterprises.
The acquired warehouses, Parajo and Hilltop, encompass 201,000 square
feet of refrigerated storage space and offer services including blast freezing to
service the region’s strawberry and seafood industries. The Dreisbach operations team at these locations will join Lineage and work in conjunction with the
broader Lineage Watsonville team to support customer needs in the market.
Dreisbach Enterprises, under Jason Dreisbach, president, will continue operating its Oakland and Richmond facilities, in addition to its logistics solutions, as
a separate entity.
“We have established great customer relationships and operational familiarity in Watsonville, so this acquisition to enhance local capacity aligns our goals
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to grow and provide more benefits to
our customers,” said Kevin Marchetti,
managing director of Bay Grove.
“This opportunity will allow Dreisbach
Enterprises to strengthen our Bay Area
presence and continue to expand our
logistics business nationwide,” said Jason
Dreisbach. “The Bay Grove and the Lineage team have been an exciting group to
work with, and we are confident they will
continue to provide superior service to
our Watsonville customers. We believe
this is just the beginning of a long and
successful relationship with Lineage.”
With the addition of these two
operations, Lineage now operates four
warehouses in the Watsonville region,
creating increased storage flexibility and
value-added services for its customers.
Lineage’s national footprint now comprises more than 550 million cubic feet
across 104 facilities in 21 states, which
represents the second largest refrigerated warehouse network globally based
on data from the International Association of Refrigerated Warehouses.
Financial terms of the transactions were
not disclosed. Q

POLICE CHECK
REEFER TEMPS

More states are increasing their activities to ensure that refrigerated trucks
are maintaining proper temperature of
perishable commodities, according to the
Cold Connection, the online newsletter
of the Global Cold Chain Alliance.
“For example, the Pennsylvania Agriculture Department’s Bureau of Food
Safety has joined forces with the State
Police for Code R.E.D. (Refrigerated
Enforcement Detail) and has trained
trucking enforcement officers on the cold
chain and when to call in food inspectors. As a result, in 2013, Pennsylvania
officials stopped 396 trucks and found
ten of them had unsafe conditions,” the
newsletter says, adding that this is happening just when the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration is working on proposed
federal regulations governing the safe
transportation of food. GCCA members
are encouraged to be aware of this increased enforcement activity and work
to ensure that refrigerated loads meet
temperature requirements.” Q
PHOTO THIS PAGE: © CAN STOCK PHOTO INC. / LEAF

Nominations open for

This marks the sixth year that Retail Patriots will be honored during
the annual convention of the National Frozen & Refrigerated Foods
Association. Retail Patriots have gone “above and beyond
the call of duty” in supporting our troops and veterans.

To nominate a company for a Retail Patriot Award,
please contact Paul Chapa at 913-481-5060 or paul@frbuyer.

GETTING PERSONAL

ON THE HUNT

tundra where they saw the occasional fresh grizzly track.
That effort took the better part of two days and was described (we think somewhat sarcastically) by Piazza as “a
pretty fun experience.”
Stephen Piazza has
Because the hunters were allowed to bag two caribou
been hunting since
apiece, they kept on hunting, “but we couldn’t find anyhe was five. Last
thing,” Piazza says. But the added weight of the caribou
September, he was
meant that when the pilot returned, he could only fly two
after caribou above
of the men at a time because of weight restrictions.
the Arctic Circle.
“The other guy and I got stormed in one more night
beyond that,” recalls Piazza. “But it was a good hunt. Each
he pilot of the
of us wound up with 180 pounds of meat after everything
little Cessna
was all boned out. And I did get a phone connection out
swung as close as once, to check in at the office. I don’t think I’ve ever been
60 feet from mountain on a trip where I didn’t check in. I like it that way.”
passes before touchAlthough he’s been hunting and fishing since he was
ing down on a sandbar five years old, hunt220 miles north of the
ing remains his
Arctic Circle in north- first love, using his
west Alaska’s Noatak
Weatherby 300. PiazWilderness.
za’s hunting and fishStephen Piazza II,
ing trips have taken
chief operations officer
him to Alaska four times. “I love it there,” he says. “One of
of S.A. Piazza & Assomy other favorite trips was fishing when the sockeye were
ciates, Clackamas, Ore., running at Yakutat (population 662), on the peninsula
hopped out of the plane that hugs Canada right next to Mt. Elias.”
and surveyed the desoOver the years, either in Alaska or in Oregon’s Columlate tundra. With him were three friends who worked for
bia River, he’s caught lots of salmon and sturgeon, with
the vendor that had provided equipment
a couple of 150for his company’s new bakery.
to 200-pound
Low storm clouds had delayed their
halibut. “I go with
flight by a day from Kotzebue, a town of
friends who are
3,000 — most of them Inupiat Eskimos. At
more into fishing
least there was an airstrip there. Here, a
than I am; I don’t
sandbar had to do.
consider myself
A few minutes later, the pilot took off
an expert at it —
again, saying he’d be back in five days. It
my biggest thing
was mid-September, 2013, with daytime
is still hunting.”
temperatures in the 40s, dipping to the
About 15 years
20s at night. Piazza and his friends had
ago, Piazza took
satellite phones with dubious connecup bow hunting
tions, two two-man tents, a five-pound
for deer and elk.
sack of potatoes, a bag of onions and some
“It requires a lot
freeze-dried meals. And, of course, they
of patience and
had their rifles.
you get a lot of
With any luck, they’d also have some
adrenalin when
meat from the Western Arctic caribou
the animals are so
they’d be hunting the next day. Besides
close, sometimes
caribou, the area is home to bears, wolves,
only about 17
lynx and Dall sheep.
yards. Our season
opens this year on
GOOD LUCK
August 30th, so
Top l., grizzly tracks along the way; top r.,
Good luck came quickly. The following
I’m already shootPiazza checks in to his office by satellite
morning, the group bagged four caribou
ing to be prephone; bottom, the Ralph Wien Memorial
within two hours. Good eating was now
pared. I’m looking
Airport in Kotzebue, 30 miles north of the
assured, but now the men had to get the
forward to it.” Q
Arctic Circle.
caribou back to camp, crossing over the
—Warren Thayer

T

The pilot took off
again, saying he’d
be back in five days.
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Fall back into baking with Rhodes Bake-N-Serv™.
The frozen bread and rolls that make oven fresh easy.

